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ΠΕΡΙΛΗΨΗ 

Πρόςφατεσ ζρευνεσ για τθν εφαρμογι τθσ Πλθροφορικισ ςτθν εκπαίδευςθ τονίηουν τθν ανάγκθ για τθν 

μακθτοκεντρικι μεταςτροφι τθσ προσ τθν πλιρθ εκμετάλλευςθ του δυναμικοφ των εκπαιδευτικϊν 

εφαρμογϊν. Για τον ςκοπό αυτό, ζχει προτακεί θ υιοκζτθςθ δραςτθριοτιτων που διευκολφνουν τθν 

μάκθςθ μζςω τθσ ενεργθτικισ εναςχόλθςθσ των μακθτϊν ςε ομάδεσ και τθσ ζντονθσ διαπροςωπικισ 

τουσ αλλθλεπίδραςθσ ςε φυςικά περιβάλλοντα μάκθςθσ.  

Η παροφςα μελζτθ παρουςιάηει το ςχεδιαςμό, τθν ανάπτυξθ και αξιολόγθςθ ενόσ τεχνολογικοφ 

πλαιςίου υποςτιριξθσ για εκπαιδευτικζσ εφαρμογζσ, με τθν ονομαςία AmI Game Floor. Το ςφςτθμα 

ςυνκζτει ζνα εκπαιδευτικό περιβάλλον Διάχυτθσ Νοθμοςφνθσ (ΑmI) που ςτοχεφει ςτθ δθμιουργία 

διαςκεδαςτικϊν  ςυνκθκϊν μάκθςθσ εν μζςω ακλοπαιδιϊν. Συγκεκριμζνα, παρουςιάηει μία 

καινοτομικι προςζγγιςθ ενςωμάτωςθσ χαμθλοφ κόςτουσ κιναιςκθτικισ και ςυνεργατικισ τεχνολογίασ 

ςε ζνα φυςικό περιβάλλον μάκθςθσ, ςυμπεριλαμβάνοντασ τεχνικζσ μζτρθςθσ αποδόςεωσ. Παρζχοντασ 

δυνατότθτεσ προςαρμογισ για εκπαιδευτικζσ εφαρμογζσ ςε επίπεδο υποδομισ, το AmI Game Floor 

υποςτθρίηει ζνα μεγάλο εφροσ αντικειμζνων και κεματικϊν περιοχϊν. 

Η υλοποίθςθ του ςυςτιματοσ περιλαμβάνει ζνα πεδίο δραςτθριοτιτων, επαυξθμζνου με υπολογιςτικι 

όραςθ, υπό τθ μορφι ενόσ πλζγματοσ κζςεων και ζνα ςφνολο παραμετροποιιςιμων διεπαφϊν χριςτθ  

(UI) που προςφζρουν πολυτροπικι διάδραςθ. Συνολικά, το AmI Game Floor παρζχει τθν απαιτοφμενθ 

υποςτιριξθ ςε φυςικι υποδομι, δικτφωςθ, 2D γραφικά, ιχο και χειριςμό (μζςω κιναιςκθτικισ και 

ςυνεργατικισ διάδραςθσ) για εφαρμογζσ εκπαιδευτικοφ περιεχομζνου. Επίςθσ, υποςτθρίηει 

λειτουργίεσ προφίλ χριςθσ, εναλλαγισ ςτυλ παιχνιδιοφ και ανάλυςθσ απόδοςθσ. 

Προκειμζνου να δοκιμαςτεί και να αξιολογθκεί το AmI Game Floor, αναπτφχκθκε θ εφαρμογι “Apple 

Hunt”, θ οποία προκαλεί τθ αρικμθτικι ςκζψθ των (νεαρϊν) μακθτϊν μζςω του κιναιςκθτικοφ και 

ςυνεργατικοφ παιχνιδιοφ, υπό τθν επίβλεψθ διακριτικισ τεχνολογίασ AmI. Προτεινόμενα ςχζδια 

εφαρμογϊν, όπωσ θ «Ακροςτιχίδα», μία παραλλαγι του Scrabble™ και ο «Μακθματικόσ Λαβφρινκοσ», 

περιγράφονται επίςθσ με ςκοπό να αναδείξουν τθν ευελιξία του πλαιςίου να υποςτθρίξει τθν ανάπτυξθ 

ποικίλων εφαρμογϊν. 

To “Apple Hunt” αξιολογικθκε ςφμφωνα με ζνα ςυνδυαςμό μεκόδων που απευκφνονται ςε 

αξιολογθτζσ μικρισ θλικίασ, ςυμπεριλαμβανομζνων των παιδικών επιτροπών, που αποδείχκθκαν μία 

υποςχόμενθ προςζγγιςθ ςτθν αξιολόγθςθ αλλθλεπιδραςτικϊν εφαρμογϊν με παιδιά. Τα 

αποτελζςματα τθσ αξιολόγθςθσ επιδεικνφουν το υψθλό δυναμικό του ςυςτιματοσ να  προάγει τθ 

ςκζψθ και τθ διαςκζδαςθ, που πθγάηει από το ςυνεργατικό και πλιρωσ κιναιςκθτικό παιχνίδι των 

μακθτϊν. Τζλοσ, τα ςυμπεράςματα τθσ μελζτθσ αναλφονται με γνϊμονα τόςο τθ ςκοπιμότθτα τθσ 

εφαρμογισ όςο και του πλαιςίου υποςτιριξθσ, ενϊ παρουςιάηονται και ςχετικζσ προτάςεισ 

μελλοντικισ εξζλιξθσ.  
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ABSTRACT 

Today’s research in computer-based education highlights the need for a learner-centred shift towards 

harnessing the full potential of learning applications. Knowledge-facilitating activities are suggested 

towards this achievement, involving the learners’ active engagement in groups and intensive 

interpersonal interaction in real-world contexts. 

This thesis reports the design, development and evaluation of a technological framework for learning 

applications, named AmI Game Floor, which constitutes an educative Ambient Intelligent (AmI) 

environment, aimed at creating challenging learning conditions through play and entertainment.  AmI 

Game Floor represents an innovative approach of emphasizing low-cost kinesthetic and collaborative 

technology in a natural playful learning context, while embodying performance measurement 

techniques. Providing learning applications with infrastructure customization facilities, AmI Game Floor 

supports a wide breadth of educational subjects and concepts. 

The system implements a vision-augmented playfield, shaped as a grid of game positions, and a set of 

customizable user interfaces (UI) offering multimodal interaction. Overall, the AmI Game Floor 

framework offers the appropriate physical infrastructure, networking, 2D graphics, sound and control 

(kinesthetic and collaborative interaction) support for learning applications. It also features profiling, 

various game modes and performance analysis. 

In order to test and assess AmI Game Floor, the “Apple Hunt” application was developed, which engages 

(young) learners in arithmetic thinking through kinesthetic and collaborative play, overlooked by 

unobtrusive AmI technology behind the scene. Further, potential designs of the “Word-search game”, a 

variation of Scrabble™ and “Math Labyrinth” are also discussed, so as to uncover the flexibility offered 

by the framework for accommodating the development of diverse applications. 

 “Apple Hunt” has been evaluated according to a combination of methodologies suitable for young 

testers, whereas children committees are introduced as a promising approach to evaluation with 

children. The obtained results demonstrate the system’s high potential to encourage thinking and fun, 

deriving from the learners’ full-body kinesthetic play and team work. Finally, the conclusions of this 

thesis are discussed with respect to both the game’s and the framework’s objectives, and future work is 

suggested. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This thesis investigates effective methods of technology-supported learning with respect to the learners’ 

needs for physical activity, social interaction, participation and feedback. In this context, the 

development of an educational game framework, named AmI Game Floor, is described, that utilizes 

Ambient Intelligence1 (AmI) technologies to support the development of playful learning2 applications 

designated mainly for children. AmI Game Floor realizes a natural playfield in which players acquire 

learning by playing, moving, talking, helping or competing with each other. During this process, learners 

are free to experiment, make mistakes, quit and restart, even jump around or shout when things don’t 

work out as desired.  

The framework addresses the main objective of providing technological support in an Ambient 

Intelligent environment appropriate for accommodating and encouraging learning processes based on 

contemporary teaching methods (playful learning, learning by participation). Therefore, apart from 

providing an infrastructure for learning applications, the objectives of AmI Game Floor are to: 

 Promote kinesthetic activity; 

 Endorse collaboration among learners. 

 

AmI Game Floor consists of an augmented natural playfield, capable of multiple player-tracking on a grid 

of game positions. A set of customizable graphical user interfaces illustrate the game’s virtual world, 

designed to provide visual feedback, supplemented by a sound direction modality for acoustic feedback. 

Mobile phone controllers and a game manager complete the framework’s infrastructure. Achieving 

seamless communication among its scattered components, the framework offers physical infrastructure, 

networking, graphics, sound and control support for applications. 

In short, AmI Game Floor: 

 Provides an educational framework, generic enough to support learning in various subjects; 

 Augments physical play, allowing players to focus  on strategy rather than on controls; 

 Supplies performance feedback and analysis, oriented towards the learner and the educator 

accordingly. A performance record is also implemented for future reference; 

 Consists of a low-cost vision-based installation; 

 Supports unobtrusive multimodal interaction and provides an API for integration of 

supplementary modalities; 

 Allows applications to customize its interaction patterns; 

 Offers profile creation, stored in the respective record; 

 Provides three different game modes: practice, individual and collaborative game. 

                                                 
1
  Ambient Intelligence refers to technology-equipped environments that are sensitive and responsive to the 
presence of people. The concept is analyzed in Section 1.2. 

2
  Playful learning is a type of learning through play. Related information can be found in Section 1.4. 
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Applications provide the content of learning and set the logic of interaction, intending to create an 

atmosphere of fun, challenge, engagement and learnability. In order to evaluate the system’s potential 

to facilitate playful learning through kinesthetic activity and collaboration, a prototype of “Apple Hunt” 

is developed. “Apple Hunt” is a learning application designated for elementary school children, which 

aims at exercising them in fundamental arithmetic operations. Also, the system’s flexibility to 

accommodate diverse applications is demonstrated through three more application designs. A new 

evaluation methodology, involving the composition of children committees, is further applied in the 

evaluation of the Apple Hunt game. Finally, the realization of two evaluation sessions involving 9 

children in total is described and its results are discussed in Chapter 6. 

The remaining of this Chapter discusses the motivation behind this thesis and analyzes the related 

background. A brief introduction to the fundamental characteristics of Ambient Intelligence is provided, 

and the opportunities it offers in the domain of Education are discussed. The Chapter ends by briefly 

mentioning contemporary learning theories, with an emphasis on children education. 

The thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 discusses related work in interconnected areas of research. In particular, it goes through 

educational AmI environments, interactive floor projects, trends in kinesthetic console games and 

playful learning applications. The last Section summarizes the features of the referenced works and 

highlights the novel aspects of the work reported in the thesis. Chapter 3 relates to the design of AmI 

Game Floor. In particular, it describes the human-centred design methodology adopted, with an 

emphasis on the educational focus of the framework. In addition, an analysis of the system’s features 

and functionality is provided, followed by an outline of the hardware setup.  

Chapter 4 presents the system’s implementation. The Chapter is prefaced by a brief analysis of its 

underlying infrastructure, followed by a detailed description of the software components that comprise 

the system. The typical software architecture of AmI Game Floor applications is also discussed, 

composing the image of a wider system. The Chapter closes with a description of the wider system’s 

components communication. 

Chapter 5 discusses application designs. Initially, it describes the implementation of “Apple Hunt”, an 

arithmetic game application developed in order to demonstrate the framework potential and evaluate 

the usability of its applications. Moreover, the designs of other tow games, the “Word-search game”, a 

variation of Scrabble™ and “Math Labyrinth” are also presented, in order to provide more insight in how 

games of various types can exploit the flexibility supported by the framework. 

Chapter 6 describes the evaluation of AmI Game Floor by young testers. The Chapter begins with an 

introduction about game evaluation compared to the evaluation of other types of applications, as well 

as the challenges faced when involving children in the evaluation process. Then, the adopted evaluation 

process and the conducted experiment are described, followed by an overview of the obtained results. 

Finally, the chapter closes with a discussion of the findings. 
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Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions of this thesis and suggests future work with respect to the 

current implementation. 

 

1.1. Motivation 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have proven their ability to induce radical changes 

in human habits, activities and life. ICT have changed what it means for partners to cooperate, for 

friends to communicate and for families to obtain goods for living. It is not accidental that generation of 

today’s children is characterized as the “Computer Generation”. For this generation, ICT are changing 

the traditional way to read a book, play a game, or listen to music [13]. Whereas it is evident that ICT 

change human life and everyday activities, , this change does not always prove to be smooth. 

Technology has to be designed in such a way as to be respectful of life cycles, society structures, 

biological needs, ethics and particularities, so as to avoid the alienation of mankind from its natural 

course. 

A fast transition has taken place through the expansion of the (Internet-enabled) Personal Computer in 

the private, working and educational environment, thus tying down people to a sedentary lifestyle. 

Despite many parents’ inclination to early supply their children with computers for a successful 

professional future, several studies question the provisioned benefits of this view [9, 61]. In fact, they 

stress that the effects of prolonged computer use have to be seriously considered when it comes to 

children, as it may lead to serious consequences for a child’s physical development. According to the 

same studies, hazards like musculoskeletal injuries, visual problems, obesity, social isolation and 

aggressiveness are only a subset of the wide-range potential effects that children may be faced with, if 

occupied extensively with computers. Figure 1 exposes a complete list of the related potential hazards. 

 

Figure 1. Potential hazards from computer use in childhood (adapted from [9]) 
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In contrast to physical activity, sedentary life is counterproductive for learning as well. Recent research 

in the field shows an association between low aerobic fitness and obesity with lower performance at 

school [59]. Moreover, child development experts emphasize that moving in three-dimensional space 

stimulates both sensory and intellectual development *9+.  “As a child learns to put movements in order, 

brain areas are primed to put words and ideas into a logical sequence,” Healy argues in *25+. 

While all grades of education are going through a wave of computerization, there has been no clear 

evidence of the educational benefits of ICT in terms of improvements in the students’ performance *9+. 

An explanation of this fact possibly lies in what specialists call the computer-centred shift, as opposed to 

the emergence of a student-centred shift of education. According to Roschelle et. al [60], to induce 

positive effects on learning, technology must support its four fundamental characteristics:  (i) active 

engagement, (ii) participation in groups, (iii) frequent interaction and feedback, and (iv) connections to 

real-world contexts.  

In the above context, serious computer games have a great educational potential for children, as they 

are capable of combining all four characteristics in an entertaining vehicle for learning. Providing a fun, 

playful approach games facilitate learning in three ways [45]:  

1. Learning as a result of tasks stimulated by the content of the games;  

2. Knowledge developed through the content of the game; 

3. Skills arising as a result of playing the game.  

To date, there have been various praiseworthy examples of educational game software. Nevertheless, 

examining the interaction patterns used by the majority of them, physical skills development 

(corresponding to the third point above) is not only neglected, but also in declining course, hiding 

potential harmful effects. Repetitive long-lasting awkward moves of thumbs on a keyboard, mouse or 

control pad in a sedentary position is just one factor of the underlying danger. 

Consequently, further efforts and experimentation are required towards thorough understanding of 

technology’s negative effects and adopting healthy paradigms. Educational technology, in addition, 

needs to advance towards more effective models of learning-through-doing, rather than automating 

marginally effective models of presentational teaching [10]. This thesis explores the development of 

educational technology that promotes kinesthetic and collaborative activity aimed at creating 

challenging learning conditions through play and entertainment. 

 
1.2. Ambient Intelligence (AmI) 
 
Ambient intelligence (AmI) can be defined as the embodiment of technology into the built environment, 

so that people can focus on the activities they perform by using technologies, rather than on how they 

do it. AmI reflects the vision for ICT in the year of 2010 and beyond, that was conceived in the late 1990s 

[1, 58]. The notion of ambience in AmI corresponds to integration of technology in everyday life in a way 

that it is rendered unobtrusive during interactions with the environment. The notion intelligence reflects 

that the digital surroundings exhibit specific forms of social interaction [1]. In other words, the 
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environment should be able to recognize inhabitants, adapt to them, learn from their behavior, and 

occasionally act upon their behalf. This leads to the following characteristics of AmI environments [1]. 

- Unobtrusive functionality embodied into the environment; 

- Context-awareness through user, location, and situation identification; 

- Personalization through interface and service adjustment; 

- Adaptation through learning; 

- Anticipation through reasoning; 

 

Shifting towards natural, user-friendly and proactive interactions, the AmI paradigm aims at improving 

the quality of peoples’ lives, by dictating technology to adapt to people, rather than forcing people to 

adapt to technology. Ambient Intelligence is rooted in three key technologies: Ubiquitous Computing, 

Ubiquitous Communication and Intelligent User Interfaces [2]. Ubiquitous Computing refers to the 

integration of microprocessors into everyday objects like furniture, clothes or toys. Ubiquitous 

Communication enables these objects to communicate with each other and with the user. Intelligent 

User Interfaces enable the inhabitants of AmI environments to control and interact with the 

environment in a natural (e.g., voice, gestures) and personalized way (preferences, context). 

In the EU, research in this field is driven by a series of scenarios scripted on behalf of ISTAG [14] to 

provide a guide in the development efforts. The scenarios “offer provocative glimpses of futures that 

can be realized” and regard people as the “forefront of technology”. The AmI technologies developed so 

far integrate, among others, location sensing, face, gesture and speech recognition, as well as speech 

synthesis, providing a physical means of interacting with them. Examples of related research projects 

are presented in Section 2.1. 

 
1.3. The potential of Ambient Intelligence in education 
 
Ambient Intelligence has a significant potential to contribute improving the educational environment. 

Embedding sensing and responsive technology into learning environments helps learners focus on the 

study subject, rather than on its procedural matters. Imagine the typical routine of a teacher collecting 

homework in paper-form from 20 students, having to check and evaluate it within the class time or after 

class. On the other hand, think of a system linking students’ homes to school, capable of collecting 

homework from home and delivering results in class (together with overall statistics). Obviously, the 

teacher’s job becomes far simpler in the latter scenario, allowing the teacher to focus on individual 

learners’ needs instead of giving general advice.  

While modern trends in Education include life-long learning or learning-by-doing, learning now builds 

not only on formal school environment, but also on social interactions, on television or the Internet. The 

ISTAG Scenarios for Ambient Intelligence [14] include a scenario involving AmI educational technologies, 

- the Ambient for Social Learning (ASL) [14]. In the scenarios, ASL is defined as a learning environment 

which serves various ages and knowledge levels, by customizing subjects to the learners’ capacity. 

Besides, the learners are important source of knowledge, as they provide an important input for the 

learning situations of each other. ASL is a good example of how AmI technologies can potentially 
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support greater empowerment of users, allowing them to follow their own tasks and processes in a 

learning environment. AmI further contributes by providing instant personalized feedback, resulting 

from the ability to record and review experiences of past and present participants. 

A great ally of AmI in learning environments is educational gaming. In particular, augmented educational 

games are capable of transforming the conventional classroom into an educational world of physical 

activity. Varying from “intelligent” building blocks *43+ to interactive dragon avatars *29], augmented 

educational games provide a means of connecting learning with the natural world. This learning 

approach facilitates the development of physical skills, which play a significant role in the overall 

learning process [9]. 

 
1.4. Contemporary Learning Theories 
 
Learning is generally defined as the lifelong process of transforming information and experience into 

knowledge, skills, behaviors, and attitudes [74].Learning theories fall under three main categories [16]: 

a. Behaviourism: According to this theory, learning is manifested by the establishment of new 

behaviour through conditioning of environmental events, characterized by contiguity and 

frequent iterance. Consequently, learning is influenced by the frequency of external events 

which impact education. 

 

b. Cognitivism: In opposition to Behaviourism, this theory looks beyond behavior to examine 

learning. Cognitivism relates learning to human memory and regards the brain as an organized 

processor of information. The main difference of Cognitivism lies in the perceived locus of 

control over the learning procedure: the learner, rather than the environment, plays the 

protagonist role. 

 

c. Constructivism: Regards learning as an individual involvement in real-world situations, in which 

the learner actively constructs knowledge based upon current or past experiences. According to 

this theory, learning is a personal endeavor performed in practical contexts. Social 

constructivism further suggests that knowledge can be the result of social interaction and 

collaborative activities motivated by shared problems or tasks. Moreover, Constructivism sees 

the educator (teacher) merely as a facilitator between the learner and knowledge, rather than 

the transmitter of educational content. Teaching evolves from simply imparting knowledge 

towards creating opportunities for students to learn. 

Although it is not a recent theory, Constructivism has widely influenced the contemporary view of 

learning. Two of its expressions, the Kinesthetic and Collaborative types of learning, are discussed in the 

following paragraphs with an emphasis on children education. 
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Kinesthetic learning  

Kinesthetic learning is a learning type in which the learner is engaged in physical activity, as opposed to 

reading a book or following a lecture. In this type of learning, knowledge is the result of a part or the 

whole body’s movement, which stimulates the sensory system. Body movement is a crucial learning 

factor for children [18], as apart from health matters, it also involves their sensory, physical and social 

development. Moreover, Moser [48] extends this theory by arguing that playing relates to sociality and 

this combination of sociable play can, in turn, lead to improvement of speech. 

Playful learning, as field experts define kinesthetic learning through play, has received much research 

attention in the last years. In addition to fun, scientists believe that playful learning encompasses the 

following core interrelated learning activities [54, 56]: 

 Self-motivation 

 Exploration through interaction 

 Engagement and responsibility 

 Reflection 

 Imagination, creativity and thinking at different levels of abstraction 

 Collaboration 

Although little related research has emerged (Section 2.2), technology-supported playful learning seems 

to bear a great potential to benefit the physical development of children. 

Collaborative learning 

Collaborative learning (CL) is an umbrella term for a variety of approaches in education that involve joint 

intellectual effort by students or students and teachers [11]. Collaborative learning refers to 

methodologies and environments in which learners engage in a common task in which each individual 

depends on and is accountable to each other. Groups of students work together in searching for 

understanding, meaning or solutions or in creating an artifact of their learning such as a product. 

Teachers who use collaborative learning approaches tend to think of themselves less as expert 

transmitters of knowledge to students, and more as expert designers of intellectual experiences for 

students - as coaches or mid-wives of a more emergent learning process. 

The benefits of CL are extensively discussed in literature. Vygotsky argues that students are capable of 

performing at higher intellectual levels when asked to work in collaborative situations than when asked 

to work individually [62]. Group diversity in terms of knowledge and experience contributes positively to 

the learning process. According to Johnson and Johnson [31], there is persuasive evidence that 

cooperative teams achieve at higher levels of thought and retain information longer than students who 

work quietly individually. According to Smith and MacGregor [73], CL has more to offer on educational 

goals by: 

 Learner involvement 

 Community sense 

 Civic responsibility 
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Appropriate use of computers can have an impact in promoting collaborative activity among children. 

Höysniemi et. al argue that, since “children naturally gather in groups, especially to play games, 

collaborative computer technologies are a thriving new field in children’s computer use and focus on 

teaching new social skills to children” *29+. Benford et. al *6+ complement that despite the underlying 

potential, “neither learning nor collaboration will occur simply because two students share the same 

computer. Numerous factors must be addressed”. Various related factors have been discussed in 

Section 1.1. 

 

In conclusion, while the learner’s and the educator’s roles are actively evolving within the information 

society, the possibilities offered by ICT towards playful learning can play an important role in the 

development of children. AmI Game Floor is the result of experimentation through a platform for this 

kind of activities, appropriate for contemporary methods of teaching as well as for individual 

experimental learning through play. 
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2. RELATED WORK 
 
The essence of AmI Game Floor is related to a handful of different domains, thus constituting an 

interdisciplinary concept. The proposed framework is rooted in Ambient Intelligence technologies to 

create a contemporary learning environment. Comprising an interactive playfield for kinesthetic play, it 

is governed by human-computer interaction principles specialized for children. Figure 2 illustrates a 

concept map of AmI Game Floor, illustrating its relations to various domains. 

 

Figure 2. Concept map of the AmI Game Floor 

This Chapter discusses related work from interconnected areas of research. In particular, it goes through 

educational AmI environments, interactive floor projects, trends in kinesthetic console games and 

playful learning applications. The last Section summarizes the features of the referenced works and 

highlights the novel aspects of the work described in this thesis. 

2.1. Educational AmI Environments 
 
Recently, there has been a demand for developing tools to support education and entertainment in a 

seamless manner. As pointed out in Section 1.1, the digital essence of such applications is not adequate 

to induce their successful implementation in learning environments. On the contrary, a great advantage 
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of AmI applications is their potential to facilitate non-skilled learners and educators in any type of 

learning or teaching. This renders AmI applications appealing to learning environments. The following 

paragraphs refer to research achievements in this field. 

Karime et al. [33] propose an ambient edutainment system for very young children. Based on 

communication and multimedia technologies, the system provides learning and entertaining capabilities 

for children between the ages of 1 and 4. One of the important features it presents is the transformation 

of the children’s narrative activities into visual representations. Based on a microphone, used to 

recognize the children’s spoken utterances, and a camera used to sense the speaker’s mood, input flows 

trigger visual representations of related images gathered and filtered through the Web (Figure 3). 

Children, supervised or unsupervised, have both the capability of improving their cognitive skills and 

learning about new objects and entities through the use of visual presentations provided by the 

proposed system. Experimental results obtained show that the system creates a joyful environment for 

the children during their experiments. 

 

Figure 3. A multimedia-driven AmI edutainment system for young children [33]. A visual  
response to a child’s utterance of the word “Apple” 

     

COHIBIT [49] is an edutainment exhibit (oriented for theme parks) in an ambient intelligence 

environment. The visitors can use instrumented 3D puzzle pieces to assemble a car. The key idea of this 

edutainment framework is that all actions of a visitor are tracked and commented by two “life-like” 

guides (Figure 4). Visitors get the feeling that the anthropomorphic characters observe, follow and 

understand their actions and provide guidance and motivation for them. While the visitor can fully 

engage in the manipulation of tangible, real world (car) pieces, the agents remain in the background, 

commenting on visitor activities, assisting where necessary, explaining interesting issues of car 

technology at suitable moments and motivating the visitor if s/he pauses for too long. In summary, the 

system’s mixed-reality installation provides a tangible, (via the graspable car pieces), multimodal, (via 

the coordinated speech, gestures and body language of the virtual character team) and immersive (via 

the large-size projection of the “life-like” characters) experience for a single visitor or a group of visitors. 
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Figure 4. Overview of COHIBIT [49]. The system integrates a tangible user interface  
interacting with embodied agents on screen 

Marti and Lund *43+ explore the possibilities of activating the children’s physical (body) and functional 

(brain) structure through engaging into a tangible programming activity. They argue that their 

“programming by building” scheme enables non-skilled everyday people to program. Rectangular LEGO 

DUPLO bricks (Figure 5, called “I-BLOCKS”, are augmented by sensory technology, so as to be used in 

building tangible structures with various functionalities. Each building block contains serial two-way 

connections and receives energy power from a battery building block via connectors in the corners on its 

bottom. I-BLOCKS are divided into input and output building blocks. Input building blocks may include 

LDR sensors, IR sensors, microphones, switches, potentiometer, whereas output building blocks may 

include servo motor, DC motor, IR emitter, LEDs, sound generator, etc. 

 

Figure 5. I-BLOCKS, augmented building blocks for programming through  
a tangible user interface. © H. H. Lund, 2002. 

2.2. Playful Learning Applications 
 

Playful Learning activities (Section 2.2) are acknowledged to offer engagement, self-motivation and 

entertainment during the learning process. Playful learning systems, depending on their 

implementation, might constitute a superset of educative AmI environments. Their main distinctive 

characteristic is the game approach they base on. Recent research trends in this topic are briefly 

overviewed in the following paragraphs. 

The “hunting of the Snark” *54+ is a playful application involving physical artifacts that are electronically 

augmented and enhanced to trigger various digital events to happen. Its designers envisioned an 

adventure game, where pairs of children have to discover as much as they can about a virtual imaginary 

creature called the Snark, through collaboratively interacting with a suite of tangible objects. They argue 
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that this kind of tangible interaction leads children to a form of natural learning. Snark uses a room-

based interface with handheld devices and has also been played outdoors. In general, the binding is 

predominantly static, the game uses spatial and relational interactivity, and the embodiment appears to 

be local and environmental. 

The game contains several activities. The first requires the children to find some hidden invisible clues in 

a physical room using a handheld device. The device is a Jornada PocketPC interfaced with an ultrasonic 

indoor positioning sensor and an electronic compass, and is used to identify hidden virtual objects 

responding to physical tokens (embedded with RFID tags). The physical tokens are then combined with 

the proper artifacts, triggering digital animations and sounds. As soon as the clues are collected, the 

children are offered more forms of interaction with Snark. For example, they can move their feet in 

various combinations (in a constrained space) to make Snark appear, or they can flap their arms as if 

flying—again to change the Snark’s behaviour. While interacting with Snark the children have to capture 

as much of the Snark’s behaviour, morphology and personality using a special device called a Snarkcam 

(Figure 6). At the end of the adventure the children can download what they have captured and also 

revisit all the places where they encountered Snark. The underlying idea is to trigger reflections about 

the novel forms of causality and also to get the children to articulate what it meant to them to engage in 

playful learning. Evaluation of the game regarding the children’s excitement, engagement, reflection, 

creativity and collaboration yielded successful results [54]. 

 

Figure 6. The "hunting of the snark" combines multiple interaction techniques in a playful learning context 

 
“Qui Qui’s giant bounce” *26] is a game providing an immersive and physically engaging alternative to 

traditional computer games by making use of computer vision and hearing technology. The game’s 

perceptive user interface is wireless and does not require any contact with input devices during play. In 

particular, it involves a fire-dragon which mimics the user’s movements and breathes fire when the user 

shouts. The game works on a PC computer equipped with practically any low cost microphone and 

webcam. It is targeted for uncontrolled real-life environments such as homes and schools and is 

oriented towards 4 to 9 year old children. The dragon avatar activates children into using their bodies 

and thus develops their physical abilities, such as coordination skills, spatial recognition and balance. 

Although this system was mainly designed for testing collaborative design with children, its designers 

conclude in that vision-based intuitive user interfaces that activate the children’s whole body are 

beneficial for their physical development [29].  
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2.3. Interactive Floors 
 
Interactive floor surfaces, firstly introduced as dance platforms, have emerged to more sophisticated 

versions, some of which are learning-oriented. Regardless of their purpose, interactive floors 

demonstrate a potential to promote kinesthetic interaction and collaboration. The prototypes described 

below are sensor intensive environments for tracking of people’s movements of feet and fall under two 

main categories: Sensor-based and Vision-based interactive floors. Sensor-based interactive floors are 

mostly used as dance settlements. Apart from the floor-sensors paradigm, the Magic Carpet [52] 

enhances sensitivity by Doppler-radars to perform tracking of the upper body and arms movements. On 

the other hand, vision-based interactive floors present more customized interactivity advantage, 

offering a variety of possible activities.  

iGameFloor [21] is an interactive floor platform ideal for educational applications involving body-

kinesthetic learning. Its concept lies in vision-based limb tracking on an interactive floor – a 12 m2 glass 

surface with bottom projection. iGameFloor is oriented towards schools’ leisure environments, in which 

students engage in sociable activities and play. As its designers argue, “kinesthetic interaction is fun and 

motivating thus encourages children to explore and learn”. In iGameFloor, kinesthetic interaction on a 

large display surface supports collaborative, co-located play and learning through communication and 

negotiation among the participants. iGameFloor supports three types of applications: collaborative 

games, Kknowledge sharing applications and simulations, which provide a framework for a variety of 

learning concepts. 

iGameFloor is built into the physical floor of a school department square (Figure 7). It consists of a 3 m 

deep hole covered with a projection surface. The projection surface is 3x4 m glass of approximately 9 cm 

thickness divided into four tiles. The projection is created by 4 projectors with a resolution of 1024x768 

pixels. They are placed vertically, each one covering their tile of glass. Each projector is associated with a 

Web cam tracking limb contact points on the tile covered by the given projector. The system uses two 

separate PC, one analyzing the vision input and one managing the graphics distribution among the 

projectors. It also supports sound through ceiling-mounted loudspeakers and a nearby-placed 

subwoofer.  

 

Figure 7. Left: Action on iGameFloor. Right: The system's hardware setup 
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BodyGames [41] is a prototypical interactive floor consisting of a set of tangible tiles for physically 

activating children in their play. Each tangible tile functions as a building block by containing processing 

power, sensors, actuators, and communication capabilities. This component design allows the flexible 

settlement of the blocks in various shapes (Figure 8), which accommodates a wide variety of 

applications, such as “ping pong”, “hopscotch” and “colour race”. Two prototype iterations of the 

tangible tiles have been tested. Their first implementation has a soft surface and each measures 40 x 40 

cm2. Inside each tile, there is a force sensitive resistor and the actuation consists of 9 red LEDs and 9 

blue LEDs distributed equally on the tile in a 3x3 matrix. With this simple tile, it is possible for example 

to switch from blue to red or from red to blue every time someone jumps the tile. The second version is 

a smaller building block, measuring 21 x 21 cm2, and the actuation consist of one light source supporting 

8 different colours. Further, the second version of the tile is made out of rubber and integrates sound 

output. The tangible tiles are initially utilised in 2D on the ground, but are also extended with wireless 

handheld units in order to develop activities where children can interact with virtual and/or physical 

elements in 3D.  

 
Figure 8. Implementing various playfield settlements with BodyGames' building blocks 

iFloor [36] leads the notion of interactive floors towards community interaction between collocated 

people. Installed in a library environment, iFloor proposes the use of vision-based user tracking for 

browsing and selecting content as a collaborative process, during which mobile phones can be used for 

posting messages onto the floor.  It is governed by the aim to facilitate a space for communication and 

collaboration, as well as to experiment with collaboration on interactive floor surfaces with no need of 

special input devices apart from being present in the physical library. The system consists of a remote 

server for receiving and handling sms and emails and administering questions and answers. 

Furthermore, a projector mounted on the ceiling is connected to a local computer for the display on the 

floor (Figure 9). Bright daylight visibility problems are bypassed by using a powerful projector to project 

the graphic interface onto thin white PVC boards on the floor. The floor interaction works on the basis of 

a video tracking system software analysing the rim of the interface based on a video feed from a web-

cam mounted on the ceiling. The tracking of people’s position is translated into magnetic forces 

attracting the cursor. Furthermore, the users’ physical proximity to the floor display is translated and 

used to orient the interface accordingly. The system’s tracking precision is enough to keep track of 15 

people at one time in a 5 x 4 m2 rectangle. 
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Figure 9. Using iFloor 

Litefoot *20+ is an interactive floor space that tracks dancers’ steps, and converts the steps into auditory 

and visual display. The system can also record steps, for further analysis for use in dance research 

programs, choreographic experimentation and training. The PodoBoard, a sensor-based dance floor, 

was developed to facilitate the extension of the use of clackage, a form of seated dance that normally 

takes place on a small wooden floor. The PodoBoard provides an accurate set of coordinates for the 

position of feet contact with the floor, which is a matrix of 1 inch square aluminium tiles. The reported 

reaction time of the floor to footsteps is very fast. However, the system is critically dependent upon 

good electrical contact between shoe and floor, as it works through using the shoes to complete an 

electrical circuit – the shoes have metal contacts at toes and heel.  

Another related project is the Magic Carpet [52], a dance floor on which the position and pressure of the 

performer’s feet are measured together with upper-body and hand motion to create a musical 

environment, where any kind of body motion is directly and immediately converted into expressive 

sound. A 16 x 32 grid of piezoelectric wires, running across the carpet at a roughly 4” inter-wire pitch, is 

used to sense foot pressure and position. Whenever a peak in pressure is detected, the processor sends 

out a MIDI Note-On event, with the note number corresponding to the particular wire generating the 

data, accompanied by a 7-bit pressure value sent as the note velocity. Corresponding Note-Off events 

are sent when the pressure value from a formerly active wire decays back to the baseline. Further, the 

system uses two Doppler radars for tracking the movement of the arms and upper body. 

Doppler-shifted reflections from a performer moving within the beam return to the antenna, where 

they are mixed with the transmitted signal in a hot carrier diode. This produces beat frequencies in the 

range of 0-5 kilohertz (kHz) that directly represent the performer’s dynamic state (the frequency is a 

function of velocity, and the beat amplitude is a combined function of the size and distance of the 

reflecting object). The sensor hardware is connected to a PC running music software written in Visual 

C++. The music generated by the system consists of a low voice, a middle voice, and a high voice. Finally, 

the direction of movement detected by the radar units controls the chord on which everything is played. 

The overall, combined effect of the entire installation is a relaxing soundscape that responds to subtle 

movements on the part of the performer. The sound mappings allow for a good deal of expression, yet 

they are intuitive and simple enough for players to appreciate the connection between their movements 

and the sound produced. 
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The Lumetila project [40] aims at developing a natural user interface where the user uses body 

movements to control a computer game. Their designs describe a floor sensor system, a real time 3D 

graphics engine and special effects devices for creating the envisioned immersion and experience in the 

Virtual Space, animated in an orthogonal display. The room of the Virtual Space is equipped with a 3D 

sound system and light effect devices. Supporting multi-player game, the system does not depend upon 

any virtual reality input devices, like data glasses or gloves, which induces immersion and easier 

collaboration among the players. 

The Lambent Reactive [34] is an audiovisual environment that bases upon an interactive illuminated 

floor (Figure 10). By interfacing a network of pressure sensitive, light-emitting tiles with a 7.1 channel 

speaker system and requisite audio software, many avenues for collaborative expression are offered. By 

giving users light and sound cues that both guide and respond to their movement, the Lambent Reactive 

creates a rich environment that playfully integrates the auditory, the visual, and the kinetic sense into a 

unified interactive experience.  

 

Figure 10. The Lambent Reactive interactive floor responding to a user's movement 

The hardware system for the Lambent Reactive consists of a grid of 36 networked 16”x16” square tiles 

and a computer simultaneously running Ableton Live, Native Instruments’ Battery, and proprietary 

Lightspace software. Each tile of the reactive floor surface is composed of 16 individually addressable 

4”x4” pixels, and is capable of transmitting pressure data from four sensors embedded in the 

intersections between the central and outer layers of pixels. In this way, individual position and pressure 

can be detected down to a resolution of two pixels, or 8”, less than the length of all but a child’s foot. 

The system converts each tile’s sensor data into MIDI signals, which are routed to the audio software to 

trigger the sound sources. A timing system is also built to enable linear sequencing of visual and audio 

events, as well as rhythmic detection and recording of dance steps. Since the system’s introduction, 

several applications have been developed, demonstrating the system’s flexibility to accommodate a 

wide range of game requirements, not limited to dance-oriented applications. 
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2.4. Kinesthetic Console games 
 
Kinesthetic console games represent a more natural way of combining technology with games. Since the 

last decade, gaming companies have started to invest in this concept, because of its potential to attract 

even people skeptical against technology. However, kinesthetic console games are not a very recent 

idea, as in 1998 Konami firstly introduced the Dance Dance Revolution™ (DDR) game [78], a music video 

game series. Since its introduction, DDR has been the pioneering series of the rhythm and dance genre 

in video games, and has been the inspiration for many variations of this kind. DDR innovation at that 

time lied in that it was one of the first games to involve player motion in the gameplay. To interact with 

the game, players stand on a stage and hit colored arrows, laid out in a cross, with their feet, responding 

to musical and visual cues. Players are judged by how well they time their dance to the patterns 

presented to them on screen and are allowed to choose among a variety of music songs to play to if 

they receive a passing score. 

The dance stage (Figure 11) is divided into 9 sections, 4 of 

which are in the cardinal directions and contain pressure 

sensors for the detection of steps. During normal gameplay, 

arrows scroll upwards from the bottom of the screen and 

pass over a set of stationary arrows near the top (referred 

to as the "guide arrows" or "receptors", officially known as 

the Step Zone). When the scrolling arrows overlap the 

stationary ones, the player must step on the corresponding 

arrows on the dance platform. Dancing feedback is also 

shown on screen, where players are given a judgement for 

the accuracy of their dancing steps.  Longer green and 

yellow arrows referred to as "freeze arrows" must be held 

down for their entire length, either producing a "O.K." if 

successful, or a "N.G." (no good) if not. Successfully hitting 

the arrows in time with the music fills the "Dance Gauge", 

or life bar, while failure to do so drains it. If the Dance Gauge 

is fully depleted during gameplay, the player fails the song, 

usually resulting in a game over. Hoysniemi [28] in a large scale international survey shows that DDR 

play has a positive effect on the players’ physical and social lives. Additionally, DDR “creates a setting 

where new friends can be found”. 

Wii™ [76] is a home video game console released by Nintendo on November 19, 2006. What initially 

discriminated Wii from its rival consoles (Xbox, Playstation 2) is its wireless controller, the Wii Remote, 

which is capable of detecting three-dimensional movement and can be used as a pointing device, thanks 

to its embedded accelerometer and infrared camera. The controller connects to the console using 

Bluetooth and features rumble, as well as an internal speaker. This design allows users to control the 

game using physical gestures and traditional button presses. Originally, Wii was oriented commercially 

towards sports, fitness and fighting games. Nevertheless, research has demonstrated additional 

Figure 11. Original DDR coin-op machine 
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remarkable uses of it. WiiArts [39] is a software utilizing Wii Remote as a tool for creating collaborative 

expressions of art, whereas projects like [3, 8] report its successful use as an input device for 3D 

interaction in virtual reality environments. Furthermore, the latter study takes advantage of its potential 

for rehabilitation of people with physical disabilities.  

 

Figure 12. Kinesthetic interaction using Wii peripherals. Left: Wiiarts [39], Right: Rehabilitation system [3] 

In addition, Wii is supported by the Balance Board™, an orthogonal board used to measure the users’ 

center of balance by its integrated pressure sensors. The Balance Board’s development was tightly 

coupled with the Wii Fit game, designed for fitness activities led by graphical character on screen. 

Moreover, Haan et al. [22] suggest its use as a 3-degrees-of-freedom input device to implement 3D 

rotation, navigation and general control techniques. Conclusively, Wii peripherals prove to be governed 

by good potential for kinesthetic interaction. Although their functionality exercises mainly the upper-

body, full-body motion can be achieved by their integration in a VR environment [8]. 

Eye™ *75+ is a hardware extension designed for Playstation 3™. Its look may be similar to a webcam, 

though its use differs in that it allows players to interact with games using motion, color detection and 

also sound, through a built-in microphone. Eye’s functionality bases on computer vision and gesture 

recognition to offer natural representation of user motion in the digital world generated by the 

Playstation device. 

The PlayStation Eye is capable of capturing standard video with frame rates of 60 hertz at a 640×480 

pixel resolution, and 120 hertz at 320×240 pixels. The camera features a two-setting adjustable fixed 

focus zoom lens. Selected manually by rotating the lens barrel, the PlayStation Eye can be set to a 56° 

field of view  for close-up framing in chat applications, or a 75° field of view for long shot framing in 

interactive physical gaming applications. 

Playstation Eye is the descendant of EyeToy™, which has been widely studied in relation to 

rehabilitation of disabled people through motion, despite its basic orientation towards gaming. Rand et 

al. [55] investigate the use of EyeToy for the rehabilitation of older adults with disabilities. Their results 

proved its potential as a means to promote exercise for high-functioning individuals with stroke. EyeToy 

has also been tested for play-therapy with success by Brooks et al. [7]. 
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Kinect™ *77] is a newborn extension device of Xbox 360, which abolishes the need for a controller 

during play. Particularly, it enables users to control and interact with the Xbox 360 through a natural 

user interface using gestures and spoken commands, so that full-body motion replaces clicks and 

strokes. It mainly differs from the Playstation Eye in that it is capable of sensing depth without the need 

of any extra controller, like the Playstation Move™ (a wireless handheld controller) required in the 

latter. 

The device features an RGB camera, depth sensor and multi-

array microphone running proprietary software to provide 

full-body 3D motion capture, facial, gesture and voice 

recognition capabilities. Apart from Xbox gaming, Kinect 

demonstrates a clear potential for kinesthetic interaction of 

maximum two users with computer technologies. However, 

its efficiency compared to the Playstation Eye (formerly 

described) is yet to be evaluated. 

2.5. Discussion 
 
Following the overview of related work in the previous sections, and in particular of the areas of 

Educational AmI environments, Playful Learning systems, Interactive Floors and Kinesthetic Gaming, this 

Section discusses the limitations and drawbacks of current approaches, and highlights how these are 

addressed in the context of AmI Game Floor. Table 1 summarizes the related projects’ features and 

categorizes them according to their purpose. For simplicity reasons, all projects described in Section 2.3 

are labelled as “console applications”. Moreover, the “Qui Qui” project under the “Playful Learning” 

category (Section 2.2) is omitted from this analysis, due to its very specific focus, whereas the remainder 

project of the category (the Karime et al. AmI educational system [33]) is classified under the 

“Educational AmI environments” category. 

The remaining projects are hence divided into educational AmI environments, interactive floors and 

kinesthetic console games. Educative AmI environments aim at providing education through real-world 

context activities and are characterized by a learner-centred design, while the majority of them 

implements Tangible User Interfaces (TUI) as means of transmitting knowledge. In these efforts, 

therefore, kinesthetic interaction is considerably static and corresponds mainly to hand-manipulation of 

objects. The “Snark” project *54+ represents an exception in this category, by implementing a plethora of 

user interfaces activating a rich set of the learner senses. Nevertheless, the physical interaction achieved 

is limited to specified moves in a relatively constrained space, whereas interactivity is focused on the 

use of handheld devices and augmented objects. Moreover, none of the educational AmI environments 

defines a system of performance metrics supporting learning-quality evaluation in an empirical way. . 

Interactive floors are basically characterized by a high potential of full-body kinesthetic interaction and 

present diverging objectives closely connected to fun. In particular, interactive floors can be categorized 

into game surfaces [21, 41, 40], socializing media [36] and, literally, dance floors [52, 34, 20]. The 

Figure 13. Technologies in Kinect 
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framework presented in this thesis would rather fit in the first category, although it does not build on 

top of any specialized electrical surface, in contrast to most related projects, which impose an 

immediate contact between users and the sensing technology. Further analysis unveils categorization by 

the type of tracking technology adapted, which is mostly represented by floor sensors. Vision-based [21] 

or radar-based [52] systems appear to allow for greater freedom of movement and control, but provide 

less tracking accuracy.  

Regardless of their purpose, the majority of the interactive floors is not utilized for learning purposes, 

despite its relative potential. iGameFloor [21] –consists the only exception, providing a dynamic learning 

framework, which also combines full-body kinesthetic interaction based on limb-tracking. For this 

purpose, iGameFloor implements an expensive projection system with limited control facilities, as it is 

solely bases on multi-touch input from the users’ limbs.  

Kinesthetic console applications are characterized by higher interactivity capabilities than interactive 

floors, due to the plethora of input techniques they implement. Their utilization has widely focused on 

fun, in addition to various prominent applications intended for rehabilitation purposes. Yet, none of 

their uses so far builds on real-world contexts or presents educative content.  

AmI Game Floor, presented in this thesis, covers the aforementioned limitations and drawbacks through 

a different approach towards promoting entertainment and learning. AmI Game Floor provides a 

technology-augmented natural environment, which encourages full-body kinesthetic and collaborative 

learning. While the system combines intense physical and multimodal interactivity, its installation is 

considerably low-cost, based mainly on computer vision, with the only additional hardware devices 

required being a visual display and mobile phones. Providing a playful infrastructure for learning 

applications, it is suitable for a wide variety of educational subjects and concepts, determined by the 

content design of each application. Furthermore, AmI Game Floor embodies an innovative 

measurement system for learning quality, using a special set of performance metrics. Performance 

reports are stored in the file system, and can be used as points of reference on the long run to assess 

the quality of acquired learning of a stable players’ sample. 
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Lumetila x  x  Floor sensors 
3D 
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sound 

iFloor  x  x 
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Handheld 
devices 

Graphics 

LiteFoot   x  Floor sensors 
Sound, 
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Magic Carpet   x x 
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x  x x 
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AmI Game 

Floor 
X x x x 

Vision, 
handheld 
devices 

Graphics, 
Sound, 
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Table 1. Summary of related studies in contrast to the current study’s features. 
                                                 
3 iGameFloor is categorized under Game surfaces, due to its specialized game surface. Alternatively, it could also be considered as part of the 

first category (educative AmI projects). 
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3. AmI GAME FLOOR DESIGN 
 
AmI Game Floor is targeted to the development of educational technology that encourages kinesthetic 

and collaborative activity and creates challenging learning conditions through play and entertainment.  

Towards synthesizing the image of an effective contemporary educative environment, the learning 

theories analyzed in Section 1.4 constituted a useful basis. According to the work of Roschelle et al. [60], 

learning, particularly in childhood, is enhanced through the learners’ (i) active engagement, (ii) 

participation in groups, (iii) frequent interaction and feedback, and (iv) connections to real-world 

contexts. In addition, kinesthetic play represents an attractive context for embedding educational 

concepts, which aids the absorption of knowledge by stimulating the learner’s motor memory *17+.  

AmI Game Floor addresses the main objective of providing technological support in an Ambient 

Intelligent environment appropriate for accommodating and encouraging learning processes based on 

contemporary teaching methods (playful learning, learning by participation). Towards creating a 

challenging learning environment, the system provides a technological infrastructure for learning 

applications which: 

 Promotes kinesthetic activity; 

 Promotes collaboration among learners. 

In order to provide the required infrastructure, the system builds on Ambient Intelligence technologies 

to compose a playful environment, in which participants engage in learning by physical play. In this 

context, technology overlooks activity unobtrusively to provide personalized feedback and performance 

analysis, whereas AmI Game Floor applications provide the content of learning and set the logic of 

interaction. Such user experiences, in which the learner’s whole sensory system participates, are 

believed to foster learning efficiently [18], as opposed to the sedentary play style of typical computer 

games. 

Kinesthetic activity arises through natural interaction with the system’s playfield, which is supported by 

vision-based tracking software *66+. In particular, the tracking software is capable of multiple users’ 

localization, allowing for interaction through movement around the game positions. Inheriting this 

feature, the system a priori supports collaborative activity. During play in the collaborative game mode, 

individual scores are summed per team to output the winning partners. Also, depending on the 

application design, input from different players’ moves can be combined in various ways to yield 

collaborative results. Finally, a different type of collaboration is examined in the evaluation of the 

system, described in Chapter 6, which involves team work of the players acting in the playfield with their 

partner(s) performing supportive tasks in the surroundings. 

This Chapter deals with the design features of AmI Game Floor. The next section describes the 

requirements set and the followed design process. Further, the Chapter analyses the framework’s 

functionality as embedded in its various components. 
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3.1. Design methodology 

In the design of AmI Game Floor user-centred design approach [70] was followed, involving several field-

experts at various stages of the design process.  

The starting point for requirements elicitation was the study of A. Druin et al. [12], which correlates 

children requirements from technology with multiple control, social interactions and expressivity. The 

process was based on brainstorming sessions Appendix G contains a detailed description of the system’s 

initial requirements, whereas a summary of the final requirements recorded can be found in Table 2 and 

Table 3, presenting pupil (player) and teacher (educator/facilitator) requirements respectively. At the 

end of this stage, pupil requirements were considered for the overall framework design, whereas 

teacher requirements mostly served the design of reporting and statistics presentation.  

Pupils’ Requirements Design implications 

Needs a. Entertainment 

b. Stimulus 

c. Concentration 

d. Good learning conditions 

e. Easy and multiple control4 

f. Social experiences1 

g. Expressivity1 

h. “Cool” accessories5 

i. Good-looking features2 

j. Richness of multimedia2 
 

1. Play music & sound effects; 

2. Consider rich colors and 

lights; 

3. Enforce motives by score 

and prizes; 

4. Provide multi-sensory 

experience; 

5. Promote communication 

6. Design graphics for children. 

 

Age range 4-7,  7-11,  11-15,  15-18 * 

*  The four age stages of children, 
according to Piaget [53]. Content 
design has to consider the respective 
cognitive levels of children. 

7. The equipment must be 

suitable for children’s age; 

8. Place components in the 

right height, distance etc.; 

9. Design for s/w versioning 

depending on the age of the 

target group. 

Gender Any 10. Allow customization of 

controls and graphics to 

accommodate various tastes 

Experience  

(with technology) 

Various 11. Design for intuitive and 

attractive use 

Frequency of use High 12. Supply robust components 

Table 2. Pupil Requirements 

                                                 
4
 Classified as “what kids want in technology” by A. Druin [xx]. 

5
 Classified as “what kids notice about technology” by A. Druin *xx+. 
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Teachers’ Requirements Design implications 

Needs a. Participation stimulus 

b. Good teaching conditions 

c. Clear overview of the pupils 

activities in class 

d. Cheating detection 

e. Flexible environment to support 

method switching 

f. Unobtrusive system operations 

1. Report on pupils’ personal 

performance 

2. Take care of room 

conditions 

3. Design for infrastructure 

flexibility 

 

Age range 25-70 4. Make the system intuitive in 

order to appeal even in old-

style teaching 

Experience  

(with technology) 

Various 5. Provide hints and help 

Table 3. Teacher Requirements 

 

Following the requirements phase, Wizard of Oz prototyping proved insightful in designing interaction 

patterns, as well as in composing a vocabulary (Appendix A) intended to be used in the future for 

extending interaction through speech recognition. Gameplay simulations worked as a guide for 

narrowing the target-groups scope to elementary school pupils and foreseeing necessary features prior 

to development, such as the need for a remote game manager or multiple views of the game activity. 

Moreover, application scenarios were discussed during brainstorming sessions, involving personnel 

experienced with children psychology. Finally, two evaluation sessions were conducted involving 9 

children aged from 7 to 10 years old (second to sixth class of elementary school, according to the Greek 

educational system). Chapter 6 describes the evaluation procedure and discusses its results. 

Experiments were conducted to choose vision sensors for player-tracking, as various technologies were 

put to suitability tests. Fοοt-tracking was tested - using embedded RFID tags in shoes -, but this option 

was rejected due to low-fidelity results. On the other hand, the Nintendo Wii Remote (controller) [38] 

was also tested for its ability to allow position tracking relative to its infrared light sensor. Though, its 

recognition scope proved too short for the needs of AmI Game Floor (about 1 m2 from a 3 m height). 

Therefore, vision sensors were selected as a mid-cost solution, capable of covering a sufficiently large 

area unobtrusively and with high accuracy. 
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Figure 14. Wii Remote recognition scope at 3 m height. 

 

In conclusion, AmI Game Floor has been influenced both by technological advancements in the field of 

gaming and contemporary studies on computer-supported children education [21, 27, 29, 35, 37, 56, 69, 

77]. It constitutes a game framework that aims to provide an AmI infrastructure for learning 

applications, fostering kinesthetic interactivity and collaboration among learners. 

3.2. Hardware Setup 

The system is installed in a 6 x 6 x 2.5 m3 room, in which a 4.88 x 1.83 m2 dual back-projection display is 

located at the wall opposite to its entrance. The display is implemented by two bright (3000lm) 1024 x 

768 short-throw projectors and a projection screen, providing shape to the main part of the system’s 

virtual world. 

In the room, a computer vision system [65, 66] is used for tracking purposes. The vision system includes 

two computers and eight cameras (Dragonfly, Point Gray Research), which overlook the scene from the 

ceiling, obtaining synchronized images. The cameras are synchronized by timestamp-based software 

that utilizes a dedicated FireWire bus across computers and guarantees a maximum of 125 msec 

temporal discrepancy in images with the same timestamp. The cameras are connected and evenly 

distributed to the available computers. The software on the computers acquires the incoming 

synchronous groups of images and an estimate of the locations of the visitors is computed for each such 

group. The computation is distributed across computers and parallelized on their GPUs. Taking 

advantage of the multiple viewing angles, the vision system offers non-invasive multi-user tracking, as 

no additional garment and devices need to be carried or worn. 

Additionally, there is an information kiosk, used to host the Remote Game Manager (Section 3.3.3), and 

several Wi-Fi enabled mobile phones. Mobile phones, connected to the controller webpage, are used as 
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command controllers (Section 3.3.4). Further, sound is produced by a surround speaker system of 12 

speakers installed on the ceiling. The speaker system is capable of localizing sound in relevance to player 

location. 

The hardware setup described above is illustrated in the following Figure. 

 

Figure 15. AmI Game Floor’s Hardware setup 

3.3. Ambient Game Floor overview 

AmI Game Floor is composed of the following scattering components: 

1. A vision-augmented playfield, capable of tracking the players’ moves; 

2. Various graphical user interfaces that illustrate game action dynamically from different views on 

a dual back-projection display; 

3. A game manager used as a general remote controller, handled by a touch-screen; 

4. A couple of controller interfaces, accessed by mobile phones, for profile creation and  command 

submission during the game; 

5. A sound direction facility.  

 

Achieving seamless communication, the components offer physical infrastructure, networking, 2D 

graphics, sound and control support for applications. In details, the following figure lists the facilities 

offered by the AmI Game Floor framework. 
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Figure 16. Facilities distribution 

3.3.1. Playfield 

The playfield consists of a 4 x 4 m2 thick carpet, shaped to form a grid of game positions (Figure 17). 

Several equally-distanced plastic stripes, firmed with clips, portray the square boundaries of the 

positions, which may entail (stickers bearing) marks. Above the playfield, eight cameras scan the game 

floor for player motion, dispatching tracking information every 167 milliseconds (see Section 3.2 for 

more details). During the game, a move is sensed as a positioning outside the bounds of the current 

position.  

 

Figure 17.The positions grid shaped on a 4 x 4 m
2
 carpet. 
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Position marks are determined by the game type, which may vary from arithmetic or alphabetic to 

custom. In particular, arithmetic games will use numbers, whereas alphabetic games will use letters as 

identifiers. Extra flexibility is offered by the custom game type that allows any combination among 

symbols, numbers and characters. Adopting a unified marking practice, the framework defines two 

potential locations for hosting marks, the centre and the upper-left corner of a position. As shown in 

Table 4, the central location is considered as default, whereas both locations are marked in case a 

combination of characters or/ and symbols is required. 

The framework is capable of generating any kind of grid styles, enabling applications to choose from 

empty to sequenced or randomly-marked positions within the playfield, relevant to their game type. 

Examples of grid styles can be found in the following Table. 

Grid 
style 

    

Game 
type 

Arithmetic Alphabetic Custom 

Table 4. Grid styles related to game types 

Apart from identifying game positions, position marks play a significant role in that they represent some 

sort of player choice information. For example, if a player decides to move to position “D”, the player 

might be trying to construct a word containing the specified mark. More information about the use of 

position marks for the synthesis of learning content can be found in Chapter 5. 

The playfield can also contain targets or/and obstacles, aimed at enriching the game strategy, as well as 

creating levels of complexity. Any small objects (dummies) can be used for their physical representation, 

as their presence does not interfere with the operation of the cameras. An example of the playfield 

barring physical objects representing targets and obstacles can be seen in Figure 35 (Section 5.1.1). In 

addition, depending on the game application scenario, rival-players may also be considered as targets or 

obstacles.  

3.3.2. Game Views (Graphics) 

A couple of graphical user interfaces, projected in parallel on a dual display, convey the image of the 

game’s virtual world. The GUIs are designed to dynamically depict the game action, in order to aid in the 

players’ decisions and activity.  

Illustrating different views of the game at the same time, the GUIs are aimed mainly at providing visual 

feedback during all phases. The first view is focused on personalized information, whereas the second 

view depicts mainly the playfield activity. The following Table contains a brief description of each view 

per game phase. 
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 Phase View 1 (personal view) View 2 (playfield view) 

1. Login Player log-in activity Selected game description 

2. Floor preparation Starting positions Starting positions 

3. Game action Player performance Virtual playfield (activity) 

4. End of game Results (& report) Selected game description 

Table 5. Views per game phase 

The GUIs are described by game phase below: 

a. Login Phase 

 

During the login phase, the participating players are illustrated in the first display, represented by 

their avatars (chosen during registration – see Section 3.3.4). 

 

 
Figure 18. Log-in activity - View 1 

 

At the same time, the second display shows information related to the selected game application, such 

as rules and hints. The following Figure corresponds to a welcome screen for the “Apple Hunt” game6. 

                                                 
6
 “Apple Hunt” is an AmI Game Floor game application described in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 19. Welcome screen (with game descriptions) - View 2 

 

 

b. Playfield Preparation Phase 

 

Upon login, both displays show a playfield overview, used to inform the players about their starting 

positions, as well as the positions of targets and obstacles (if any). This view is identical to the 

arrangement of the physical playfield and flexible enough to vary among the different game types. 

Depending on the game type, each position may be marked with a central and/or a upper-left side 

identifier, a target, an obstacle and/or an avatar. 

At this point in time, the players undertake to prepare the playfield by placing the objects required on 

the playfield and then occupy their positions. As soon as this procedure is over, the game is ready to 

begin. The following Figure illustrates an example of the displays’ look during this phase. Apart from 

color, shapes indicating the element on the playfield are used to accommodate color-blind players and 

intuitively demonstrate their purpose. 

 

 

The selected 

application’s 

name and logo 

The game’s rules 

and information 

change upon 

game switch 
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Figure 20. The Virtual Playfield - View 2 

c. Action Phase 

 

During the game, the first display splits into an amount of slots equal to the number of participants 

(Figure 20). Each slot contains information regarding a player’s activity, such as score, positioning, target 

or obstacle hits (if any). Some space is also reserved for game messages (Figure 21, upper-left slot) and 

command data, which are customizable according to the needs of each game. Furthermore, avatar and 

slot background color correspondence is established to enforce quick detection during play. At the same 

time, the playfield overview on the second display depicts dynamically all actions occurring in the game. 

 

 
Figure 21. The Player-performance view, shown in the first display 

Targets are “Apples” (green) 

and Obstacles play the role of 

“Traps” (red) for the needs of 

the game’s scenario. 

The shapes on the target and 

obstacle images are intended 

to accommodate color-blind 

players. 
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d. Game-over Phase 

The end of the game triggers the Results-view (Figure 22), shown in the first display, which contains a 

summary of the game activity. Apart from informing about the winner(s), the Results-view also entails 

performance messages (summary statistics) presented in playful mood, by making use of funny 

expressions and images. For example, animal images appear to describe the “player speed” measure, 

instead of numbers or percentages. 

 

Figure 22. The Results-view displayed at the first display 

 

Finally, an analysis of the game activity can be displayed by activating the Performance Report, 

generated by the system upon the end of the game. Performance Reports aim at helping the teacher 

advice low-performers during a game or during a series of games. They can also help the players follow 

up their performance from game to game. A detailed description and an instance of Performance 

Reports are illustrated in Section 4.2.4 and Appendix C respectively. 

3.3.3. Remote Game Manager 

The Remote Game Manager controller is a menu designed exclusively for managing game options in a 

uniform and convenient way. The menu options are divided into: 

 Game selection 

 Mode selection 

 Level selection 

 Sound preferences 

 Game management 

It should be noted that the framework only determines the Mode and Management options; whereas all 

the others are dynamically customized according to the selected application’s features (see Section 4.3 
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for more information). The game modes supported vary among Practice, Individual and Collaborative 

game. In particular, Practice allows one-player’s free game, whereas individual game supports maximum 

capacity single-player game. Collaborative game creates two teams by default and uses the sums of each 

team’s individual scores as winning criteria. 

The Management options, which are only available upon the login phase, are summarized in the 

following Table, whereas the component’s GUI is presented in Figure 23. 

Phase Management Options 

1. Login Play (Generate random positions) 
2. Floor preparation Ready (Start the game) 
3. Game action Force game over 

4. End of game 

View report  
Start new game 
Restart  (keeping the same configurations) 
Exit 

Table 6. Game management options per phase 

 

 

Figure 23. The Remote Game Manager interface 

3.3.4. Mobile Controller 

Mobile controllers are supplied to participants for creating a profile prior to the game (Figure 24) and 

submitting commands during play. Profile creation is as simple as typing a username and a password 

and choosing an avatar. Upon registration, the player profiles are stored in order to be recoverable in 
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subsequent games. Profile creation can be even faster, if the “Guest” option is selected, where profiles 

are temporarily stored for a game session only. 

 

Figure 24. Profile creation - Left to right: Log-in view, Register view, Guest view 

The login redirects to a controller interface relevant to the game type of the selected application. In 

particular, the controller interfaces are divided into the Calculator view, designed to accommodate 

command submission for arithmetic games, and the Dictionary view, appropriate for both the alphabetic 

and the custom game types. Using the Calculator controller, the players are enabled to submit 

commands in the form of numbers or arithmetic operations, whereas the Dictionary controller offers an 

interface for submitting letters, words or custom symbols, making use of the mobile phone’s keypad. 

Commands are meant to be handled by each application’s logic and therefore have no specific result. 

The following Figure depicts both the views described above. Detailed descriptions of the use of 

controllers can be found in Section 5. 

 

Figure 25. Command Submission - Left to right: The Calculator and Dictionary views 
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Mobile controller interfaces were developed in the form of locally hosted web pages. TCP/IP 

communication was preferred in order to provide platform independence, thus taking advantage of the 

expansion of Wi-Fi enabled mobile devices. Finally, the controller web pages were designed to record 

the user’s clicks on the Calculator and Dictionary pads for usability evaluation purposes (see Section 6 

for more information). Upon the end of the game, each controller transmits a Clicks Log to the system, 

which stores it in the file system in .txt format, classified by username. Instances of Clicks Logs can be 

found in Appendix D. 

3.3.5. Sound 

Speech synthesis is used to enrich interaction in a natural way. Using the Microsoft Speech API, the 

system is capable of transmitting voice messages to the players during game events, thus rendering 

visual interaction incidental. Moreover, with the aid of a sound direction modality [70], it can also 

transmit multiple directed messages, oriented towards the players’ locations. Hence, sound source 

proximity helps the players sense increased message personalization. 

Sound effects can additionally be activated to cover routine (repetitive) messages, whereas background 
music is also available, in order to promote a feeling of joy and vigilance. 
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4. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 
 
This Chapter describes the implementation of AmI Game Floor. A brief analysis of its underlying 

infrastructure prefaces the Chapter, followed by a detailed description of the AmI Game Floor 

architecture and software components. Figure 26 illustrates the software architecture of AmI Game 

Floor, including the components of a hypothetical AmI Game Floor application. Their functionality and 

interoperation is analyzed in the following Sections. 

 

Figure 26. AmI Game Floor software architecture 

4.1. Underlying infrastructure 

AmI Game Floor has been developed and integrated in an area dedicated to Ambient Intelligence (AmI) 

research and development at the Institute of Computer Science (ICS) of the Foundation for Research and 

Technology – Hellas (FORTH). The environment comprises various devices, such as computers, display 

monitors and projectors, as well as various types of sensors, such as cameras and antennas. Sensors are 

used to monitor the environment and forward relevant information for other devices to process or 

display it. This infrastructure is supported by an internally developed middleware layer [19] based on 

CORBA, which offers intercommunication facilities among the low-level services that control and 

monitor the various hardware components and the interactive applications. The middleware layer 

provides libraries and tools to enable software developers to create services with a true Object-Oriented 

Application Programming Interface (API). These services can be developed and used from any program 

written in any of the supported programming languages, which include C++, .NET languages, Java, 

Python, and ActionScript. The middleware allows services to be distributed across the network, hiding 

the details of network connections and data serialization from the programmers. The software units that 

comprise this AmI environment can be seen in Figure 27. AmI Game Floor uses the libraries and tools 
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provided by the middleware in order to obtain references to remote services and invoke the methods 

that are part of their API.  

 

Figure 27. The AmI Middleware [19] architecture 

4.2. AmI Game Floor Components 

In the framework’s environment, interactions are realized by the confluence of several interconnected 

computing systems based on the AmI Middleware (see previous Section). The technology utilized to 

bring these distributed units in communication, as well as their operations, are described below. 

Orchestrating the system’s components, the GameFloor service provides an API for data interchange. 

Any component, regardless if it is part of the framework or part of an application uses the GameFloor 

service in order to receive and/or transmit game information. Moreover, the framework utilizes two 

more services, the Localization and SoundPlayer services, responsible for user tracking and sound 

generation respectively. In particular, the Localization service is responsible for transmitting user 

coordinates within a specified context, generated by the vision system (Section 3.2). In the same 

context, the Sound Player service undertakes to direct sound to the closest speaker related to the user 

coordinates.  

The .Net framework (mainly C#) was used for the development of the components, mainly because of 

interoperability and performance reasons, associated with the underlying infrastructure and the 

absence of complex graphics. In order to provide platform-independent means of controlling the game, 

mobile controller interfaces were developed in ASP.NET, supported by JavaScript and AJAX. Sound 

interactivity was based on the Windows Media Player API and the Microsoft Speech API (version 5.3)7 in 

order to enhance the game environment with sound effects and natural dialogs. A MySQL database, 

cooperating with the components via the MySQL connector8, was used to keep a record of game events 

and player actions. The database also contributes to the publishing of Performance Reports produced in 

Excel format, with the aid of the Microsoft Office SDK. Finally, to provide a universal means of describing 

                                                 
7 

Microsoft Speech API (SAPI) 5.3. http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms723627(VS.85).aspx 
8
 MySQL Developer zone. http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/net/ 
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game configurations, the Features Schema (Appendix B) was composed, using XML Schema9. The 

Features Schema works as a guide of the relative system’s configuration required by each AmI Game 

Floor application. 

4.2.1. Configuration Manager 

The Configuration Manager works as a “gate keeper” for the framework, as it is responsible for the 

correct binding with any application requesting to use AmI Game Floor. The Configuration Manager 

undertakes the following operations: 

a. Application Features Validation 

To use AmI Game Floor, an application will first try to introduce itself by committing its 

description (i.e., features composed in XML format). The GameFloor Service supports this 

communication between the framework and the application. Subsequently, a validation against 

the Features Schema is triggered (Appendix B). 

 

b. Keeping a Features record 

Since the application is successfully registered, its features are stored for as long as the system 

operates. This way, the user may switch among a variety of registered game applications at any 

time. 

 

c. Parsing Features to customize the game environment. 

At the beginning of every new game, the Configuration Manager will parse the document 

corresponding to the game selected, in order to activate only the corresponding framework’s 

user interfaces selected by the application. A description of the customizable framework’s 

components can be found also in Appendix B. 

4.2.2. Virtual Grid Generator 

Following the document parsing, the Virtual Grid Generator utilizes the extracted information in order 

to construct a Virtual Grid which is sized according to the game specifications. The Virtual Grid is 

implemented as a jagged array of Positions, i.e., static data structures with the same potential attributes 

as a physical position, namely a central mark, a side mark, an avatar (identifier) and a target or an 

obstacle.  

Whenever applicable, the Virtual Grid is also depicted by a Graphical User Interface, as described in 

Section 3.3.2(b). Again, the marks can be comprised of numbers, letters or symbols, according to the 

selected application’s game type. In its visualized form, a Virtual Grid is identical to the physical grid. 

The Virtual Grid Generator is responsible for the following operations: 

                                                 
9
 W3C XML Schema. http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema 
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a. Virtually fragmenting the floor space 

  

Such fragmentation forms a grid of marked positions according the requirements of the selected 

application. The following Figure visualizes the fragmentation for the sequenced numerical grid 

style (Section 3.3.1). 

 

 
Figure 28. An example of playfield fragmentation according to the sequenced numerical grid style.   

(The submarginal numbers correspond to playfield coordinates, whereas the central numbers represent game positions) 

 

b. Orientating positions 

Game positions are oriented towards the system’s display. Using a sequenced numerical grid for 

example, this would mean that the numbers’ (marks’) sequence increases towards the display. 

This component is capable of dynamically rearranging the virtual grid given a desired 

orientation. 

 

c. Generating Player (starting) positions 

Τhe algorithm used to generate the player random starting positions is described by the 

following flow diagram. Note that positions might not be generated randomly if an application 

specifies the starting positions (e.g., Math Labyrinth – Section 5.2.3). 

Position “1” surface is limited 

between the points 5.2 and 5.6 

both on the X and the Y axis, 

covering a total area of 40 x 40 

cm
2
. 
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Figure 29. Setting the player starting positions 

 

 

d. Generating Target and/or Obstacle positions 

Τhe algorithm used to generate the object positions is described by the following flow diagram. 

Note that positions might not be generated randomly if an application dictates so, according to 

the Features Schema (Appendix B). 

 

 

Figure 30. Setting the object positions 

4.2.3. Position Tracker 

Receiving input from the vision system, the Localization service informs the Position Tracker of the exact 

location (in terms of floor coordinates) of the persons present in the AmI environment, triggering a 

tracking event every 125 milliseconds. The Position Tracker, combining input from the Virtual Grid 

(Section 4.2.2), decides which players have moved since the last event and updates their current 

positions with the new ones. The Position Tracker also discriminates between players and observers, by 

keeping track of the playfield’s boundaries. According to its function, a new position is registered only 

upon a player’s movement and permanence inside the limits of a different position for at least one 

second. The algorithm used by the Position Tracker is illustrated in the following flow diagram. 
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Figure 31. The Position tracking algorithm 

 

4.2.4. Database Manager 

In connection with the database, the Database Manager component is responsible for the following 

operations: 

a. Data storage during the game 

Every action occurring during the game is stored into the database, stamped by a game and a 

player identifier. Actions describe the player’s activity in terms of a command (if applicable), its 

result, a timestamp and the time elapsed from the last action (related to the same player). 

Actions are considered as either player moves or player commands. For simplicity reasons, an 

empty command field denotes a “movement” action. The full schema of the database used is 

depicted in Figure 32. 

Action information is used for the composition of the Performance Reports produced by the 

Database Manager (see subsection “Reporting” below). For example, timing contributes to the 

estimation of a player’s average idle and movement time. If a command-action takes place, 

“time elapsed from last action” counts the time from the player’s last move until the current 

command (Idle time). On the contrary, if a movement-action takes place, “time elapsed from 

last action” counts the time from the player’s last input until the completion of the move 

(Movement time).  
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Figure 32. The database Schema 

b. Profiling 

The profiling operation is designed to keep a complete record of reusable user profiles across 

the different game applications bound to AmI Game Floor. Profiles are stored into the Player 

Table, which contains information about a player’s full name, username, password, attribute 

and avatar. To create profiles, the players need to use the corresponding mobile controller’s 

interface, which forwards the data to the current component for storage.  

 

c. Winner judgement 

Winner judgement is performed by the Database Manager at the end of a game according to the 

defined winning criteria. In fact, scoring is the only winning criterion defined, but its evaluation 

shall vary among the different game modes. The Practice mode, allowing only single player 

games, results in no winner, whereas in the individual-game mode the winner is judged by the 

highest score. In the team-game mode (collaborative game), the winning team is announced 

according to the highest team score. The team score is calculated by the sums of the team 

players’ individual scores. 

Every application has to perform a score keeping operation in order to provide the framework 

with score fluctuations upon every player action.  The Database Manager uses the database to 

store and retrieve score information. 

d. Reporting 

At the end of every game, the Database Manager retrieves and combines the information 

stored, in order to publish a Performance Report, also accessible through the file system in Excel 

format. Performance Report statistics are divided into two basic categories that correspond to 

the numeric and alphabetic game types, as described in Table 7 and Table 8. Although custom-

type statistics are not defined, custom-type games can use many of the alphabetic-type 
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statistics, such as the “Total moves” or the “characters usage” statistics. The latter corresponds 

to “symbol usage” in case symbols are used instead of letters. In their features description, 

applications are allowed to determine which statistic category is to be included in the final 

report or may also contribute to the performance layout by publishing their own additional 

statistics.  

Finally, the Database Manager also generates summary statistics, which are graphically 

displayed in the Results-view (Section 3.3.2). Likewise, a list of summary statistics is available for 

applications to choose from or contribute to, according to their needs. Examples of statistics-

screening and contribution by applications can be found in Chapter 5. The complete list of the 

framework’s available statistics is presented below. 

Actions Summary Input analysis Response times 

Successful actions Wrong  actions   

 Targets 
found 

 Right moves 

 Obstacle hits 

 Out of 
bounds 

 Wrong moves 

 Other player 
hits 

 

 Total commands 

 Total distinct 
commands 

 Mathematical 
Operation usage  
(e.g. Multiplication: 
30%, Addition: 40%) 

 Number usage  
(e.g. 5: 10%, 10: 12%)  

 Command analysis 
(e.g. x4: 5%, -6: 10%) 

 

 Average idle time 
(time from last 
move till new 
input) 

 Average 
movement time 
(time from input 
till right move) 

 

Table 7. Numeric-type report statistics 

 

Actions Summary Input analysis Response times 

 Total moves 

 Avg. moves per word 

 Total submitted 
characters 

 Total distinct 
submitted characters  

 Total submitted words  

 Characters usage 

 Average input 
time per 
character 

 Average input 
time per word 

 Average idle time 
(time from last 
move till new 
input ) 

 

Table 8. Alphabetic-type report statistics 
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Summary statistics 

 Player speed (moves / movement time)  

Represents the average movement time calculated by the fraction of total moves by the total 

movement time. Movement time estimation varies across the different game types. In numeric 

games, movement time calculates the time elapsed from the player’s command to the player’s 

right positioning. In alphabetic games, movement time corresponds to the time taken to submit 

a word, regardless what the player attempts in between. In both occasions the respective 

controller command signatures the timer to start. 

 Precision award 

Awarded to the player with the minimum wrong actions. Applies to numeric-type games. 

 Should-practice-harder warning (wrong actions > 40% moves) 

Appears to each player whose wrong actions correspond to a percent higher than 40% of the 

player’s moves. Applies to numeric-type games. 

 Math-Genie award 

Awarded to any player that manages to use flawlessly all four mathematical operations. Applies 

to numeric-type games. 

 

An example of Performance Reports is presented in Appendix C. 

4.2.5. User Interfaces 

Operating in an Ambient Intelligence environment, the system takes advantage of the computing power 

distribution in order to provide the following customizable user interfaces: 

Input modalities Output modalities 

o Playfield (positioning data) 

o Mobile Controller 

 Profiling 

 Calculator pad 

 Dictionary pad 

o Remote Game Manager 

o Sound Director with speech 
synthesis  

o Graphics Generator 

 Personal view 

 Playfield view 

o Reports Composer 

Table 9. A summary of the framework's UIs 

All user interfaces implement the GameFloor service (introduction of the current Section) both for in-

between and external communication with the applications’ components. In particular, the service 

facilitates communication for the following events: 

a. Application registration 

b. Game start 

c. Player registration 
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d. Player move 

e. Command submission 

f. Result feedback (e.g., target hit) 

g. Statistics submission 

h. Game end. 

For instance, a player move on a position marked by a letter has a simultaneous effect on the Mobile 

Controller, the Graphics Generator and the Sound Director. The Mobile Controller outputs the letter on 

screen, whereas the Graphics Generator illustrates the player move and any change in score. At the 

same time, the Sound Director announces the result of the move, if any, as processed by the application. 

Depending on the application’s configuration, some UIs may be deactivated. For example, the personal 

view (controlled by the Graphics Generator) or the sound output could have been disengaged. The 

Configuration Manager is charged with activating only the required UIs in the beginning of the game, as 

described in Section 4.2.1. The functionality of the user interfaces summarized above is described in 

Section 3, whereas their communication patterns are depicted in Figure 34. 

4.3. Game Application Components  

AmI Game Floor applications must contain a description of their features and logic operations. If extra 

interaction is required, applications may contribute with supplementary user interfaces. A general 

outline of the functionality required by each application is provided below. 

 

a. Game Features 

To communicate with the framework, applications have to first introduce themselves using the 

GameFloor service. In practice, this is performed by submitting a features description in XML 

format. The Configuration Manager undertakes to validate the application features, which have 

to conform to the Features Schema, in order to establish a correct binding.  

Through their features description, applications are allowed to: 

- Register their identity, including the arrangement of positions, their game type and the 

mark coverage required (what extend of positions is to be marked); 

- Define difficulty levels and (optionally) the amount of targets and/ or obstacles per level; 

- Specify the positions of the players, targets or obstacles; 

- Screen the provided user interfaces, as well as disable parts of their operations judged 

unnecessary or inapplicable; 

- Screen the report and summary statistics and declare any additional ones they need to 

contribute with; 

- Specify a default start-up configuration. 

A description of the Features Schema is available in Appendix B.  
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b. Game Logic 

The Game Logic component defines the core functionality of the application. The Game Logic 

manipulates the information deriving from the players’ moves and commands, instructing the 

system to take proper actions and interact with the players through all activated User Interfaces. 

Various examples of Game Logic operations can be found in Chapter 5. 

 

c. Supplementary User Interfaces 

Any scattering component, using the GameFloor service, can (selectively) manipulate the 

information in transit, thus taking advantage of the loosely-coupled communication supported 

by the AmI Middleware, which contributes to overall multimodality. Therefore, applications are 

enabled to extend the established interactivity with supplementary modalities, simply using the 

GameFloor service as their communication channel with the framework. In addition, 

applications may also determine to handle data privately, by disengaging the respective 

framework’s UI, through their features description. A future extension will allow applications to 

choose which modality is associated to specific types of information. Section 4.4 further 

discusses the communication between components.  
 

Further analysis related to implementing AmI Game Floor applications is provided in Chapter 5. 

4.4. Components communication 

The AmI Middleware, the communication infrastructure below AmI Game Floor and its applications, 

dictates an event-based model for data exchange among cooperating components. Accordingly, 

information flowing within, and transmitted from, AmI Game Floor is carried by (GameFloor service) 

events, to be handled by components with a matching listener. On the other hand, applications convey 

their information through remote function invocations, supported by the GameFloor service.  

Typical information exchange among the software components involved is depicted in the five data 

flows illustrated in the following Figure. 

 

 
Figure 33. Typical Data exchange between AmI Game Floor and applications 
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Considering the natural course of the game, data exchange between the framework and an application 

starts with the application’s registration request (orange flow in Figure 33). If the application Features, 

escorting the request, pass the Configuration Manager’s check, the application is considered part of the 

system for as long as it runs.  At the beginning of the game, the Virtual Grid Generator looks for the 

selected game’s Features copy, preserved by Configuration Manager, so as to customize the 

corresponding interfaces and set starting positions. In more detail, it constructs a Virtual Grid of a type 

and size dictated by the application and generates the player positions, pointing at various locations 

within the grid. Depending on the application’s requirements, targets’ or/and obstacles’ positions are 

also generated. Finally, an event is raised to notify all stakeholder-components of the outcome (red flow 

in Figure 33). In parallel, players may use their controllers to create a profile or log in and operate the 

Remote Game Manager to edit preferences and start the game. Profile information can be reused from 

past in games as it is stored by the Database Manager. 

During the game, Position Tracker raises a “new position” event every time a player moves to a different 

position (blue flow in Figure 33). In the meanwhile, commands may be submitted from the players’ 

controllers, directed internally to the Graphical User Interfaces, as well as externally (via the GameFloor 

service) to the application’s Game Logic for processing (green flow in Figure 33). The application 

analyzes the positioning and command data of each player to decide and transmit back their actions’ 

results, containing the effects in score (light blue flow in Figure 33). Further, action results are directed 

towards the User Interfaces and stored into the database for performance analysis. At the end of the 

game, the Database Manager analyzes profile and action data to produce a Performance Report and 

summary statistics displayed on screen. In case the application includes in its specifications a private 

report and / or summary statistics, the Database Manager requests that information in order to include 

it in the final report and / or summary. 

All information exchanges described above are illustrated in the following Figure. 
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Figure 34. Information exchange among the software components 
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5. AmI GAME FLOOR APPLICATIONS 
 
AmI Game Floor applications provide the content of learning and set the logic of interaction during play. 

Influenced by the research on playful learning applications, described in [54, 67], the objectives set for 

AmI Game Floor applications are targeted to provide: 

 Fun 

 Challenge 

 Engagement 

 Learnability 

The current Chapter deals with the design and development of AmI Game Floor applications. “Apple 

Hunt” is an arithmetic game developed as a fully-fledged case study to demonstrate and evaluate the 

framework. Additionally, three more games, “Word-search game”, a variation of Scrabble™ and “Math 

Labyrinth” have been designed, so as to provide more insight in how games of various types can exploit 

the flexibility supported by the framework. 

5.1. Apple Hunt 

Apple Hunt is an educational application that was developed in order to: (i) assess the degree to which 

AmI Game Floor facilitates the development of kinesthetic educational games, and (ii) investigate 

whether educational games integrated within the AmI Game Floor’s environment can have positive 

influence in the education of children. The application aims at exercising players with fundamental 

arithmetic operations, taking advantage of the framework’s provisions for playful and collaborative 

learning, and is oriented towards elementary school children. A prototype of Apple Hunt has been 

implemented and is up and running in a laboratory space of ICS-FORTH. 

5.1.1. Overview and Features 

The game’s overall idea is based on the capability of the playfield to bear number-marks (position 

identifiers). The game is situated on a sequenced arithmetic grid of 10x10 positions, covering a range of 

numbers from 1 to 100. Figure 35 depicts the playfield, consisting of a carpet shaped accordingly to form 

100 equally sized positions. 
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Figure 35. The Apple Hunt playfield, consisted of 100 sequenced arithmetic marks, apples and traps 

Apple Hunt defines various Targets and Obstacles, naturally represented by apple and trap dummies, 

which are randomly placed on the carpet, according to the Virtual Grid Generator output (Chapter 4). 

Τhe objective of the game is to pick as many apples as possible, avoiding the traps. To move on the grid, 

the players have to input arithmetic operations which involve the number on the current square and 

yield as a result the number on the target square.  

Hardcoded in its features, the identity of the game also prefigures a four-player capacity and a variety of 

difficulty levels related to the ratio of traps (obstacles) to apples (targets). For example, “Medium” Level 

sets twelve targets and ten obstacles in a four-player game, whereas “Hard” Level sets eight targets and 

fifteen obstacles. In addition, the features allow the use of all the user interfaces provided by AmI Game 

Floor, relating to the arithmetic game type. The only customization performed by the application is to 

restrict the Calculator interface from allowing decimal numbers or numbers higher than 9, for 

educational reasons described in the following paragraphs. Finally, the Performance Report includes all 

the provided math-type report statistics. Appendix F presents the complete features document of 

“Apple Hunt”. 

5.1.2.  Action 

To log in the game, each player is provided with a mobile controller, which prompts for profile creation 

or the use of an existing one. As soon as log-in is complete, the system first responds by the generation 

of random player, target and obstacle positions,  and the controller interface switches to the Calculator 

(Section 3.3.4), enabling the user to submit commands in the form of arithmetic operations. The players 

then have to place the apples and the traps on the respective positions and occupy their own starting 

positions. Action begins. 

To move around the playfield, each player must first target a position using the mobile controller. No 

turn-restrictions are applied.  A command is composed of a simple arithmetic operation combined with 
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the number of the player’s current position. For example, standing on position “5” and targeting “25” 

would require a “multiply by 5” command. More specifically, to submit a command, players first have to 

choose an operand, then a number varying from 1 to 9 and finally press the “submit” button, as shown 

in Figure 36. After submitting a command, the player is allowed to move towards the targeted position. 

 

Figure 36. Using the Calculator interface (left) to target position 25. The command “x5” is shown in the player-performance 
view (right). Adapting to “Apple Hunt” features, the controller interface disables two-digit and decimal numbers 

It should be noted that the use of numbers higher than 9 is restricted according to the educational 

objectives of the game. In fact, it was noticed that using numbers higher than 10 would allow the players 

to avoid the multiplication or division operations10.. 

Strategic play not only induces a careful choice of target positions, but also leads to analytic thinking of 

the optimal arithmetic operation that will minimize the actions (commands and moves) required to 

reach the apples. Apart from the presence of apple and trap dummies on the game floor, strategic play 

is also accommodated by the framework’s playfield view GUI (virtual grid representation), which 

provides a dynamic sky-view of the game. At the end of the game, the winner (or winning team) is 

judged by the highest score (or score sum), as a result of the best balance between apple and trap hits. 

An analysis of the score rules is shown in Figure 37. 

5.1.3.  Implementation 

As described in Chapter 4, successful communication among applications and AmI Game Floor lies in the 

correct design of the game’s features and logic. Complementing the analysis of “Apple Hunt” features in 

                                                 
10

 Also, operations containing “10” were considered too obvious and of negative effects on children’s learning. 
Using the first prototypes, during the initial development, it was noticed that “10” was the most frequently used 
number. This fact was attributed to the playfield’s arrangement, as addition or subtraction by 10 required only one 
step rightward or leftward respectively. 

Apple Hunt undertakes 

to update score on 

every action  

The complete 

operation 

The player’s last 

valid placement 

The player’s current 

command 

The customized Calculator 

interface allows only for 

integers in the range of 1 to 9 
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Section 5.1.1, this Section deals with how the application handles the information received via the AmI 

Middleware by its Game Logic component. 

The Game Logic undertakes to process information relating to the players’ actions, arriving through 

game events, in order to inform the system of the actions’ outcome per player. Considering the fact that 

any player might move or submit a command in any order and frequency, this component was designed 

to monitor the sequence of actions in accordance to the rules of the game. In particular, the players are 

instructed to move only upon command submission and then find the right position before targeting a 

new one. Covering the time gap between targeting and moving to a position, an action-log was designed 

for storing the potential results of commands until the right moves take place. Take, for example, a 

player who stands on “4” and targets position “32” by the wrong command “x7”. The Game Logic 

receives the command event (“x7”) and logs the action as if the player is targeting position “28”. If 

position “28” is not empty (i.e., a player or an object is present), the score modification responding to 

this action will be logged. Unaware of the results of this action, the player will wander within the 

playfield to find the right position. The application will not reveal the results until the player finds the 

right position, which might never occur, in case the game ends in the meanwhile. The Action log is 

implemented as a string array that entails coded information for each player’s actions. In conclusion, the 

logging procedure (Figure 37, described here, stores potential outcomes in pairs of result and score 

modification, which comprise the information transmitted back to AmI Game Floor upon the players’ 

right placements.  

 

Figure 37. The action-logging procedure 

In short, the Game Logic receives movement or command information corresponding to arithmetic 

operations submitted by each player. Upon each command, it foresees the outcome of the player acting 

accordingly (moving to the targeted position), by calculating the result of the submitted operation. The 

outcome and score change will stay logged until the player makes the right move. Upon each move, the 

Game Logic will validate and compare the positioning information received to decide for its correctness, 

so as to transmit the information logged back to the system via the AmI Middleware. In addition, upon 

each move, the Game Logic checks for game-over conditions. In practice, two facts are only considered 
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as game-over conditions: all apples being collected or all players being eliminated by targeting out-of-

bounds. 

Game Logic’s operations break down in two algorithms, executed whenever a player submits a 

command or moves to a new position, as described below: 

a. Action Management algorithm 

Action management is triggered on every “player-move” event, occurring when a player moves 

to a new position. The algorithm first checks for the validity of the move, depending on whether 

the player had previously submitted a command. If a command was placed, it will then use the 

event’s positioning data, deriving from Position Tracker, to decide if the move was right. If the 

number identifying the new position matches with the submitted arithmetic operation result, 

the Game Logic will read the action log, filled upon the player command, and inform the system 

of the successful outcome and score change. At this point, the Database Manager (Section 4.2.2) 

stores the action and starts the idle-time counter for the current player. 

 
Figure 38. The Action Management algorithm 

 

b. Command Evaluation algorithm 

Command evaluation is triggered upon every “new command” event. It is designed to use the 

positioning data (a position number coupled with a player identifier) received from the 

framework in order to form the complete arithmetic operation and estimate its (potential 

action) result. Action results may vary from catching an apple to hitting a trap or another player 

(not allowed by the rules) and from a simple move to targeting outside the game boundaries. In 

any case, this task will trigger action logging (Figure 37), in order to keep track of the outcome 

separately for each player. At this point, the Database Manager (see Section 4.2.2) is enabled to 

start the move-time counter. The following Figure illustrates this algorithm. 
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Figure 39. The Command Evaluation algorithm 

 

5.2. Design Examples of Supported Applications 

This Section illustrates several AmI Game Floor application designs in order to uncover the flexibility 

offered by the framework in the development of diverse applications. In particular, the following 

sections describe three different application designs, focusing on their diverse characteristics as 

supported by the framework. 

5.2.1. The Word-search Game 

The word-search scenario is borrowed from the homonymous game, well-known as a quiz-type game in 

magazines and newspapers. The word-search game typically appears as a grid of randomly sequenced 

letters, some of which shape words if read in order (horizontally, vertically or diagonally), as seen in 

Figure 40(b). The objective is to highlight as many word-forming letter combinations contained in the 

grid as possible. A Word-search game has been designed for the AmI Game Floor framework. The design 

focuses on: 

- The custom game type (with alphabetic & sequenced numeric marks), involving full-grid mark-

coverage; 

- The contribution of additional statistics calculated by the application; 

- Alternatives of the same scenario with and without targets and obstacles. 
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Figure 40. (a) Left: The playfield view illustrated by the frameworks GUI. (b) Right:  Word-search typical look 

 

Overview and Features 

Shaping the playfield to match the game’s typical design would require creating a grid of randomly 

sequenced letter marks, one for each position, thus designing for an alphabetic type of game (Section 

3.2.1). Yet, provided that the same letters may appear more than once in different positions, a number 

or a symbol could be additionally used as their unique identifiers, necessary for supporting the players’ 

navigation. In the proposed design, a custom grid style is used with alphabetic central marks supported 

by sequenced numeric side identifiers. In addition, full range mark-coverage is required. Figure xx(a) 

represents the playfield’s virtual look, as illustrated by the framework’ respective GUI, in contrast to the 

typical appearance of the Word-search game, depicted by Figure xx(b). The natural playfield has to be 

identically shaped to the virtual playfield view. Although the design suggests an 8 x 10 grid, alternative 

versions could use any other sizes provided that they avail from adequate physical space.  

The customization of the graphical user interfaces omits the player-performance view (Section 3.3.2), as 

in this instance the virtual playfield view provides all information required. Moreover, the Remote Game 

Manager is fully utilized, whereas the alphabetic controller interface is used, as dictated by the game’s 

custom type.  

Customizing the Performance Report is more complex, because the scenario does not allow the use of 

the most framework’s given measures and statistics. This is due to the fact that the majority of the 

alphabetic-type statistics are strongly connected to the letter-submission operation of the mobile 

controller, which is not applicable in this design. Subsequently, the application overrides a part of the 

provided report structure, passing its private measures and statistics in the final report. This procedure 

is analyzed in the next subsection. The complete application’s features document can be found in 

Appendix F. 
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Game Logic 

Having defined the shape of the framework’s natural and virtual infrastructure, the application has to 

implement the Word-search game rules and logic. The application logic encapsulates operations like 

word validation, spelling check, score keeping and performance measurement. For the purpose of the 

current analysis, the game rules are not described. 

Word validation and spelling check can make use of an open-source dictionary or of a word-editor, 

supported by a supplementary GUI, to set the quested words. Upon every new game, the application 

has to pass a new set of words to the framework, which will trigger an update request for the Virtual 

Grid Generator (Section 4.2.2).  Each player’s score may rise on correct word submission and lower on 

wrong words. Spelling mistakes also affect the final score, whereas a bonus is offered for short-word 

tracking as well (less than four letters).  

To conduct performance measurement, a database is needed to record the players’ actions during 

game. Analysis of the data stored will contribute to the Performance Report, generated by the 

framework. Action recording, also performed by the system, is required, only because this design 

extends the provided statistics-set. Analyzing the players’ actions at the end of the game, the game logic 

will generate the following statistics: 

Report statistics Summary statistics 

o Total wrong words  
(inexistent words) 

o Wrong words analysis 
(List of wrong words submitted) 

o Total spelling mistakes 

o Grammar-expert award 
(no spelling mistakes & no wrong 
words) 

o Practice warning 
(spelling mistakes extend 20% of the 
letters submitted - moves) 

Table 10. Additional statistics generated by the game logic 

Finally, the application will have to dispatch the statistic results to the framework, in order to fill in the 

Performance Report, in addition to the following native measures, requested by the game’s features 

description: 

 Total moves 

 Average moves per word 

 Total submitted words 

 Average idle time  

 Average input time per word 

 

Action 

Implied by the analysis above, the objective of the game is to find the word-forming combinations of 

positions within the playfield. For this purpose, the players are required to use the (alphabetic) 

controller interface. In particular, to construct a word, the players simply need to subsequently stand on 
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their chosen series of letters (positions) for at least one second per position. Every move is reported to 

the application, which records it as an action involving a player’s move to a letter in a specified point of 

time. At the same time, the virtual playfield marks the positions covered with a distinctly-coloured 

frame, as seen in Figure 40(a). 

As soon as the player has covered all the appropriate positions required for the envisioned word, the 

player uses the controller’s word-submit command (Figure 41), so as to trigger the word validation 

performed by the Game Logic.  

 

 
Figure 41. Using the alphabetic controller interface to submit a word 

Depending on the validation result, the application logic updates the score and forwards both the result 

and the score back to the framework, in order to inform all components involved. For example, the 

virtual playfield (Figure 40a) will hide the highlight from the respective word, if informed that the 

validation result was negative, whereas a sound effect will be heard, advising the player to look more 

carefully. At the same time, the wrong action is recorded in the application’s database, excluding the 

player from the candidacy to the “Grammar-Expert award”.  

At the end of the game the application analyzes the database information to generate the statistics 

described in Table 10, in order to contribute to the final Performance Report, by dispatching the 

statistics via the middleware. 

It should be noted, finally, that this design does not involve any targets or obstacles. However, to enrich 

the game experience, targets could be used as wild-cards. Standing on a wild-card, the player would 

have to use the controller’s letter-submission function to cast it to a proper letter, if judged applicable to 

an extra word. 

5.2.2.  A Scrabble Variation 

Scrabble™ *72+ is a word game in which two to four players score points by forming words from 

individual lettered tiles on a game board marked with a 15-by-15 grid (Figure 42b). The words are 

formed across and down in crossword fashion and must appear in a standard dictionary. The game is 
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round–based, and during a round each player is allowed to use only seven letters picked in random. 

Official reference works (e.g., The Official Scrabble Players Dictionary) provide a list of permissible 

words. The following paragraphs describe the fundamental design of a Scrabble-like game which makes 

use of the AmI Game Floor framework. The design emphasizes in: 

- The custom game type (with alphabetic & sequenced numeric marks), involving a short mark-

coverage; 

- The customization of the framework’s UI (how the application handles information through a 

supplementary GUI); 

- The use of obstacles for neutralizing game positions from the start. 

 

         

Figure 42. (a) Left: The playfield view illustrated by the frameworks GUI. (b) Right:  Scrabble’s typical look 

 

Overview and Features 

This design makes use of a 10x10 custom grid style, containing random alphabetic and sequenced 

numeric marks, as depicted in Figure 42(a).  In contrast to Scrabble, the playfield will contain obstacles 

(letter-input blockers), whereas dispersed letters will cover an extent of the available positions, 

rendering alphabetic mark coverage equal to 10%. It should be noted that the numeric (side) marks are 

only suggested for cross-reference reasons between the GUI and the playfield and should not be 

confused with the letter-points appearing on Scrabble’s tiles. Also, the application is not round-based 

and defines three difficulty levels, discriminated by the number of obstacles in use. 

Furthermore, the application defines three different game views in total, supplementing the existing 

infrastructure (Section 3.3.2) with a GUI containing information for each player’s available letters and 

score (Figure 43). More specifically, the application chooses to show score in its private GUI, allowed by 

the framework to deactivate the respective function from the standard personal view. Besides, the 

design of the GUI outweighs the player-performance view and therefore the latter is deactivated. 

The customization of the Performance Report and Summary differs from the Word-search game only in 

that it additionally includes the input-category statistics. A summary of the statistics required is 
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presented in Table 11, whereas the complete application’s Features document can be found in 

Appendix F. 

Actions Summary Input analysis Response times Application specific 

o Total moves 

o Avg. moves per 
word 

o Total submitted 
characters 

o Total distinct 
submitted 
characters  

o Total submitted 
words  

o Characters usage 

o Average input time 
per character 

o Average input time 
per word 

o Average idle time 
(time from last move 
till new input ) 

 

o Total wrong 
words 

o Wrong words 
analysis 

o Spelling 
mistakes 

Table 11. A summary of the game's report statistics 

The summary statistics required (same as the Word-search game’s) are: 

 Player speed 

 Grammar-expert award 

 Practice-harder warning 

 

Application-specific GUI 

As referred above, the application chooses to present score in its own way, hiding the framework’s 

respective view and embedding it into its private GUI. However, the private GUI’s main purpose is to 

inform the players about their available letters for each word-formation (seven per word). The GUI also 

hides the letters used during word formation to reveal only the ones in disposal. Besides, it presents a 

list of each letter’s value according to the English letters usage frequency, as adopted in Scrabble. The 

following Figure presents a mock-up of the GUI. 

 

Figure 43. Supplementary GUI with letter availability and scoring details 
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Game Logic 

The application logic encapsulates operations like word validation, spelling check, score keeping and 

performance measurement, similar to the Word-search application’s logic described in the previous 

Section. Nevertheless, based on the adapted Scrabble’s rules, the application has to impose restrictions 

on word formation, according to some chosen dictionary. Therefore, word validation has to be based on 

some Scrabble dictionary, such as those widely spread on the web. Score calculation performs a sum of 

the corresponding letter values and is enabled upon each correct word submission by the players. 

Irrespectively of whether a submission is correct or false, performance measurement procedures record 

all actions and input, so as to provide a complete overview of the game in the end. Despite the fact that 

the application undertakes score keeping, it is the framework’s responsibility to account for the winning 

criteria, which vary according to the game mode. More related information can be found in Section 

4.2.4(c). 

Action 

Once again, the game starts as soon as the players have prepared the playfield by laying down letter 

dummies, as appearing in the virtual playfield view of the system. The objective is to combine the placed 

letters with available (non-placed) letters, so as to form as many words as possible across and down in 

crossword fashion, in such a mixture that maximizes the points earned.  

In order to place letters on the playfield, the players first have to stand on a chosen position and use the 

alphabetic controller’s “submit letter” button (light green button in Figure 44). Afterwards, the players 

are allowed to lay down the corresponding letter dummy. To decide which of their available letters 

should be used, the players can be advised by the extra GUI provided by the application. On the other 

hand, in case an existing letter is to be combined, the players simply need to stand on the related 

position for at least 1 second, in order to be considered as part of the word under formation. The 

following picture shows the details of the mobile controller.  

 

Figure 44. Using the alphabetic controller interface for word formation and submission  
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Each letter or word submission is further recorded into the application’s database, which also accounts 

for each action’s occurrence time. Upon game over, the application analyses the data stored, in order to 

complement the Performance Report with the statistics summarized above. 

5.2.3.  Math Labyrinth 

Math Labyrinth is an original mathematics game, played by two to four players, seeking their way to the 

exit through the corridors of a labyrinth. The game is played on a (randomly) numerated playfield that 

contains a considerable amount of obstacles (“walls”) forming a “labyrinth”. Moving around the 

labyrinth requires step-by-step moves on the numerically-marked positions. For each move, the players 

have to execute the right mathematical operation, whose result must target an adjacent position, 

avoiding the walls (Figure 45).  

This design shows how: 

- A numeric game type (with random numeric marks) is implemented, involving full-range mark-

coverage; 

- The application defines starting positions, instead of letting the framework perform this operation 

in random fashion; 

- The Calculator interface can be used for more complex commands (in the form of mathematical 

operations). 

 

 

Figure 45. Math labyrinth's virtual playfield 
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Overview and Features 

The application will make use of a fully-marked numeric grid style, which corresponds to the (fixed) 

randomly-numerated virtual playfield generated by the framework. Although the order of the numeric 

marks remains the same, the labyrinth’s pathways will differ from game to game, as the application 

dictates the system to randomize the wall (obstacle) placements. 

In order to set opposite starting positions on the submarginal columns of the grid, the application 

defines fixed starting positions (e.g. 66 - 7 - 5 -34), on which no obstacles are allowed to be assigned by 

the system. Moreover, Math Labyrinth defines three levels of difficulty, characterized by varying 

numbers of walls. 

Finally, this design is fully supported by the framework’s graphical user interfaces and performance 

measurement. It only excludes a couple of statistics relating to the presence of targets and defines the 

“total targeting mistakes” statistic, as well as the “Most Valuable Player” award for the performance 

summary in addition. The latter is awarded to the player who performs the maximum actions with the 

minimum mistakes. The application’s Features document can be found in Appendix F. 

Game Logic 

The Math Labyrinth’s Game Logic should not differ considerably from Apple Hunt’s, described in Section 

5.1.3. The Game Logic here has to cater also for command and move validation, game-over conditions 

check and performance measurement in communication with the framework. During move validation, 

the application must prohibit moves on obstacles, which can also result in consequences in score. 

Moreover, to enforce strategic play, the Game Logic prohibits the use of the same position by two or 

more players. This way, each player has to smartly decide for their route in the labyrinth. Also, upon 

every action, the game-over conditions are to be checked, which are limited to a player reaching the exit 

(a submarginal empty position) or all the opponents’ elimination by targeting out-of-bounds. The same 

performance measurement operations (as of the formerly described applications) are followed. 

Action 

The game may start as soon as the players have laid down the walls on the playfield as indicated by the 

virtual playfield interface. Each player has to choose the shortest path within the labyrinth and use the 

numeric controller to target the pathway positions step-by-step. In contrast to Apple Hunt, Math 

Labyrinth does not impose any restrictions on the use of the Calculator interface, so that the players can 

be flexible with composing mathematic operations. The following Figure shows several examples of valid 

operations for targeting position “57” from position “7”. 
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Figure 46. Three different valid ways to target position “57” from position “7”. 

 

The game continues until a player reaches the exit and signatures the end of the game. A particularity 

found in this game is that random obstacle locations may favour a player or a team against the others 

with shortest pathways. However, points here are gained with every right move and lost with every 

wrong one. Therefore, the framework’s winning criterion compensates for this injustice, as the winner is 

judged by the total points gained, even if the respective player is not the first to reach the exit.  
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6. EVALUATION 
 
This Chapter describes the evaluation of the Apple Hunt Game by young testers. The conducted 

evaluation, besides providing useful feedback on the game itself and its current implementation, also 

allows drawing some conclusions regarding the added value of the overall AmI Game Floor framework. 

In particular, Apple Hunt’s evaluation is designed to uncover the effectiveness of the framework, as the 

application builds on its features, which are eventually part of the whole user experience. While learning 

applications intend to invoke learning through fun, challenge, engagement and provision of appropriate 

content, the framework aims at providing the technological means to support this achievement. The 

AmI Game Floor platform plays this supportive role by encouraging kinesthetic activity and collaboration 

among learners. A full list of the evaluation parameters is provided in Table 13. 

The Chapter begins with an introduction about game evaluation compared to the evaluation of other 

types of applications, as well as the challenges faced when involving children in the evaluation process. 

Then, the adopted evaluation process and the conducted experiment are described, followed by an 

overview of the obtained results. Finally, the chapter closes with a discussion of the findings.  

6.1. Background knowledge on game evaluation with children 

Games, in contrast to productivity applications, are designed to entertain. Pagulayan et al. [51] stress 

the importance of considering the differences between games and productivity applications in 

evaluation design. The following table summarizes their relative key differences. 

Productivity applications Games 

- Are designed to make tasks easier, quicker 
and flawless; 

- Focus on producing an improved product 
or result; 

- May have externally defined goals; 

- Should demonstrate consistency of user 
experience. 

- Are designed to entertain; 

 

- Intend to stimulate thinking and feeling; 
 

- Define their own goals; 

- Should provide a variety of experiences. 

Table 12. The main facts influencing the evaluation of games compared to productivity applications’ *51+ 

The analysis above indicates that typical usability evaluation does not apply to games, as the emphasis 

in playful activities does not necessarily lie in efficiency, but rather in pleasure and fun. According to 

*51+, “the ease of use of a game’s controls and interface is closely related to fun ratings for the game”, 

whereas Barendregt et al. [5] show that task-oriented evaluation of fun in computer games is 

ineffective. Jordan [32] argues that the relationship among functionality, usability and fun can be 

described as a hierarchy of needs, implying that as soon as a lower level need has been met, the 
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subsequent level should be considered. In this sense, AmI Game Floor would be characterized by the 

following “needs hierarchy”:   

1. Fun and learning 2. Usability of controls 3. Functionality 

Evaluation with children is gaining considerable attention in research in Human Computer Interaction 

(HCI) in recent years [4, 5, 12, 13, 23, 29, 42, 44, 67, 68]. These works have proved that designing for 

children without their involvement in the process results in serious drawbacks of the final product. This 

is mostly attributed to the fact that adults cannot accurately see the world through the eyes of children, 

as a result of the evolution of their intelligence. In order to involve children in the design process, 

several guidelines [23] and methodologies have been suggested. Several evaluation methodologies for 

children have been suggested in the literature: 

- The Think Aloud protocol [15] is an evaluation methodology according to which the testers are 

asked to express what their thoughts during a test. 

- Constructive interaction (“Co-discovery”) *46+ involves teams of two participants, which perform 

tasks collaboratively while being observed. It is based on the constructivist theory of learning, as the 

presence of a partner helps the testers rebuild their understanding of the test through 

conversation. 

- Cooperative evaluation [47] is performed by a group of people that engage in a collaborative task. A 

facilitator may question them with respect to their intentions or expectations when they are quiet. 

- Peer-Tutoring [27] is performed by an experienced child teaching another child in a task in which 

the latter is a novice. This approach provides information about the teachability and learnability of a 

task or software and promotes communication during the evaluation process. 

- The Problem Identification Picture Cards methodology [4] is oriented towards young testers, which 

are equipped with a set of picture-cards, intended to be used as evaluation material during some 

task. 

Despite the researchers’ attempts of elaborating effective evaluation methodologies for children, the 

criticism of the suggested models is noticeable. Xu et al. *64+ argue that the referenced studies “have 

tended to report how adult-centered methods need to be adapted for child users and how easy the 

different methods are for children to use”. Zaman [67] opposes to the Think Aloud approach as it 

requires a high cognitive effort, while the children need to focus on the game’s exploration. Moreover, 

Hanna et al. *23+ complements that observation plays a crucial role in understanding the children’s 

feelings, as their behavioural signs are more reliable than their responses to questions. 

6.2. Evaluation design 

On the basis of the above, the evaluation process followed for Apple Hunt took into account the 

following basic guidelines: 
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 Apple Hunt should be evaluated as a game for children and not simply as an educational computer 

application; 

 The evaluation should emphasize measuring fun and learning11, and secondarily assess the controls’ 

usability; 

 No specified tasks should be indicated to children. They should be free to explore the game at their 

own pace and be given the chance to familiarize with the game before they are asked any 

questions. 

 A combination of methods should be used with an emphasis on the observation of children’s 

expressions. 

In [4] seven types of problems in games are identified. In the evaluation of Apple Hunt, these seven 

types of problems were taken into account along with the objectives set for AmI Game Floor 

applications, as per the table below.   

Apple Hunt objectives Types of problems in games 

Fun  
Challenge 
Engagement 
Learnability  
Collaboration 
Kinesthetic activity 
 

Usability problems on the cognitive level 
Usability problems on the physical level 
Inefficiencies 
Challenge problems 
Fantasy problems 
Curiosity problems 
Control problems 

Table 13. The evaluation parameters 

The evaluation process was split in three phases:  

Phase Methodology Duration 

1. Familiarization (Practice) 
Think aloud & active 
intervention 

30 min 

2. Free game  Observation 60 min 

3. Evaluators’ committee Picture-cards & laddering 30 min 

Table 14. An overview of the evaluation phases 

The first phase involved familiarizing the children with the game environment, including an introduction 

to the rules and controls of the game. During this practice each child would try the game individually 

and be asked to think aloud, whereas a facilitator would motivate them to express their thoughts and 

expectations whenever they are quiet (active intervention). This methodology is similar to Zaman’s *67+ 

                                                 
11

 The evaluation of learning quality would require longitudinal tests [24] and is therefore beyond the scope of this 
thesis. Instead, the evaluation reported intends to assess the effectiveness of the system’s technological factors 
that encourage and contribute to learning. 
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and comprises a combination of the Think Aloud & Active Intervention techniques.  This phase was 

estimated to last for approximately 30 minutes. 

The second phase foresaw free play, since by this point the children are already trained into the AmI 

Game Floor environment and the rules of the Apple Hunt game. Observation was chosen as the most 

appropriate method to record the participants’ reactions and mood, whereas the performance reports 

(Section 4.2.4) would be used to extract information about regular problems (mistakes) during 

subsequent games. Similarly, the controller logs (“clicks logs” - Section 3.3.4) would be analyzed to 

assess the controller’s interface usability. The second phase was estimated to have a duration of 60 

minutes. 

The third phase, influenced by the Picture Cards method [4], involves the composition of a young 

evaluators’ committee. Each child would be provided with five expressive picture-cards (Figure 47), 

instead of the numeric cards typically used in evaluation committees. The children would be placed in 

hemicycle fashion facing the facilitator, who would address a series of questions to them (Section 6.4.3). 

The children would be asked to answer the questions by raising the appropriate card, while the 

facilitator would perform laddering [57] whenever judged necessary, in order to extract as much of the 

committee’s comments. This phase was estimated to last 30 minutes. 

 

Figure 47. The picture cards designed for the young evaluators' committee, ordered from negative to positive. The numbers 
below the cards indicate the corresponding Likert-like score scale used to measure each question’s score. 

The evaluators’ committee approach differs considerably from the Problem Identification Picture Cards 

methodology [4] in two main points. First, the cards used by Barendregt et. al correspond to eight 

specific emotional conditions, whereas those used in this case reflect a Likert-like score scale. Secondly, 

Barendregt et. al provide a box with eight compartments (one for each evaluation subject), in which 

testers have to place the appropriate card according to their taste during the testing process. Hence, it is 

unclear if this arrangement can be efficient in fast-paced games, where testers’ reflexes are important. 

On the other hand, children committees, settled in the end of the testing process represent a fresh 

approach to evaluation with children which is believed to bring an interesting potential in the context of 

Ambient Intelligent Environments and educational games. 
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6.3. Evaluation experiment 

The evaluation of the Apple Hunt game was conducted in two sessions involving 9 children in total, 

which were videotaped for later analysis. All children had a considerable experience with computers and 

technological gadgets, whereas most of them had been playing computer games since long. Their age 

varied from 7 to 11 years old, while 6 out of the 9 participants were 6th-grade elementary school 

students (according to the Greek educational system). The demographic characteristics of the 

participants are shown below.  

      

Figure 48. Demographic characteristics of the participants 

The first evaluators’ group consisted of 3 girls and 1 boy, the youngest being a 5th-grade student, which 

formed a cohesive group as for the children’s cognitive levels. The second group consisted of 4 girls and 

1 boy and had a wider age range (the youngest participant being 7 and the oldest being 11 years old).  

During the first phase (practice), the children practiced in teams of two persons playing in turns, with 

only one team participating at a time. This arrangement helped the participants engage in discussions, 

which seemed to overweigh the drawbacks of the Think Aloud method. The main interest in this phase 

was to realize possible misconceptions or difficulties caused by the system’s features. In the second 

phase (free play), the game was played by two teams, but this time only one member was supposed to 

act within the playfield, while the other(s) stayed aside to provide support, holding a pencil and a 

notepad, useful for calculating complex arithmetic operations. In this sense, two rival players were 

acting in the playfield without any turn restrictions. In this phase, four 15-minute games were played by 

the first group and other five by the second, during which all participants acted both inside and outside 

the playfield. In the third phase, each group sat on the playfield’s floor in hemicycle fashion in front of a 

set of short tables. The tables were used to conceal each participant’s picture-cards, so as not to affect 

the choices of the others. The children were asked to evaluate the system’s objectives listed in Table 13 

through a series of questions (Section 6.4.3) addressed to them by a facilitator. In cases of low-score 

answers, the facilitator used the laddering method [57] to elicit further details on the problems 

perceived by the young evaluators. 
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Figure 49. The evaluators' committee using the picture-cards 

6.4. Results 

This Section presents the results of the Apple Hunt evaluation. The results are organized in three parts, 

corresponding to the three evaluation phases described in Section 6.2.  Within each part, the results are 

classified according to the evaluation parameters they respond to. 

6.4.1. 1st phase (practice) Results 

The first evaluation phase was based on the Think Aloud and Active Intervention methodology [67]. The 

results are reported below. 

Usability problems at the cognitive level 

 The younger participants did not seem to be comfortable with the arrangement of numbers on 

the playfield. Their decisions about the target positions were based mostly on counting the 

number of the interpolated positions, regardless of the numeric mark of their target. 

 Self-orientation towards the right position was harder when a participant turned backwards 

(watching the playfield upside down). 

Fantasy problems 

 Especially the two youngest participants did not seem to relate subtraction and division to 

moving backwards. In contrast, they were inclined to use addition regardless of where they 

wished to move. This is also evident from the standard deviation recorded for Question A3 (see 

Section 6.4.3). 
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6.4.2.  2nd phase (free game) Results 

The 2nd phase’s evaluation results were mainly collected by observation. In addition, the system’s 

performance reports and controller logs were examined to extract information about the game’s 

learnability and the controller’s interface usability respectively. 

Usability problems at the cognitive level 

 Many participants did not cope well with standing still for at least 1 second in the target 

position, until it is registered by the system. Instead, they usually rushed to perform the next 

action. 

 Invalid correlation of the apple (target) colour to the colour of the trap images in the virtual 

playfield display was often noticed to confuse participants who based their strategy on graphics. 

 Some of the participants, especially the younger ones, experienced problems in calculating 

arithmetic operations including high numbers (e.g. 89 : 5). In general, the game seemed to favor 

players starting from lower numbers against those starting from higher numbers. 

Usability problems at the physical level 

 In general, two out of the nine participants experienced stress in their attempt to hit the most 

targets and get the winner’s award. 

 No particular problems related to this category were evident. Nevertheless, it should be taken 

into account that all children were fit and healthy, whereas a rather large percentage of Greek 

student of their age tend to be overweight. 

Control problems 

 The following problems were experienced during the use of the mobile controllers12 (only the 

Calculator interface was evaluated, due to the arithmetic nature of the game): 

- Button interactivity was not sufficient. The participants did not seem to be always sure if 

their commands had been submitted. 

- Many participants tried to clear the command field before typing a new command, which 

was not necessary.  

 “Body control” (positioning) problems included: 

- Difficulties in moving towards the right position when the participants’ orientation was 

reverse (their back facing the visual display). 

- Standing still for the purpose of new position registration was often neglected. 

 

 

                                                 
12

 The usability problems of the mobile controller were also assessed with the aid of the controller logs (Section 
3.3.4). 
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Fun  

 Laughter and yelling were evident in all games. Even when the game was paused for technical 

reasons, the participants were eager to restart playing. On the other hand, no yawns or complaints 

were noticed. 

 During the second phase (free game), the players outside the playfield did not stop supporting their 

partners, who were acting in it. 

 Even when the evaluation process was finished in both sessions, all participants continued playing 

spontaneously until their parents had to leave.   

     

Figure 50. Evidence examples of fun and collaboration during free game in the children’s reactions  

Besides the above observations, another interesting related result is that all participants expressed the 

desire for the game to have a longer duration. 

Collaboration 

As described in Section 6.3, despite the competition taking place in the playfield, collaboration was 

realized among each player acting within the field and his/her partners located in the surrounding area. 

The following observations related to this category were made: 

 A benefit of this collaboration style appeared in the participants’ focus on their team’s play 

rather than their rivals’ performance. Despite no timer was set, they demonstrated a legitimate 

feeling of rush, attributed to the fact that they were not playing alone.  

 Collaboration unexpectedly worked as a perfect “ice-breaker” among participants formerly 

unknown to each other, which pursued synergy under their common goal. 

Kinesthetic activity 

 All participants declared enthusiastic for using body motion during the game. 

 Their kinesthetic activity involved body-turns, walking or running towards new positions and 

even jumping in order to register a new position (in contrast to the instructions for standing still 

for this purpose). 

 In general, most children demonstrated eagerness for motion and very often moved (recklessly) 

right before submitting the required commands. 
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Learnability  

 In general, the participants learned the game’s behaviour fast. However, the introductory / 

practice phase was judged necessary. 

 The usability problems of the controller’s interface often delayed the game flow, but not so 

importantly as to affect the final results. 

 The numbers’ arrangement seemed to confuse a part of the participants, who faced difficulties 

in locating their target positions. 

 The analysis of the system’s performance reports showed that the rules were easily understood, 

as invalid moves and mistakes were minimal during both sessions. 

6.4.3.  3rd phase (evaluators’ committee) Results 

The results of the third phase correspond to feedback offered by the participants through the 

committee processes. Laddering was used by the facilitator to elicit details on the problems they 

reported. The end of this Section presents the questions asked to the evaluators’ committee, followed 

by an average score and standard deviation per question. It should be noted that the statistics are 

calculated according to the picture-cards score scale (Figure 47). 

Usability problems at the cognitive level 

 The arrangement of numbers was criticized by three participants, who presented their personal 

view of the ideal arrangement. In short, the arrangements mentioned are summarized to the:  

(i) horizontal zig-zag, (ii) vertical “snake” and (iii) horizontal “snake” arrangements13 (Figure 51). 

Challenge problems 

 The older participant found the game too simple, whereas the younger perceived the gameplay 

as hard. For most of the participants, however, the game flow was reported to be “thought-

provoking” and “interesting”. 

Fantasy problems 

 The game was found childish or too hard by a few participants, as mentioned in the previous 

paragraph. 

Curiosity problems 

 The graphics did not appeal to all participants. Their language, arrangement and content were 

criticized by two of them. Most participants agreed that following up the visual display in 

parallel to the playfield arrangement was “tiring” and “time-consuming”. Instead, it was 

suggested that the Apple Hunt game should be more independent of the visual displays. 

                                                 
13

 According to the “snake” arrangement, the position marks (numbers) follow a snake-tail order, whereas the one 
established by Apple Hunt forms a zig-zag order. 
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 A problem reported about the sound effects was that it was not clear whom they are designated 

for and thus their meaning was not understood in many cases. 

 Also, the sound effect triggered upon each player’s invalid move was reported to be annoying. It 

responded to the most usual sound heard during play and was attributed to the participants’ 

carelessness with the positions’ boundaries. 

Collaboration 

 The first group of participants agreed unanimously that they “liked the game’s team-spirit”. 

Challenge 

 The first group of participants characterized the game as challenging for “combining movement, 

thinking and team work during play”. 

 Judging by the opinions expressed regarding Question G1 (below), challenge varied among 

children of different age and cognition levels. Although challenge in general was judged as 

positive, some of the older children found the game childish, whereas the younger ones faced 

difficulties with their calculations and orientation within the playfield. 

 A (6th-grade) participant declared: “Even if I never liked Mathematics, I enjoyed this game”. 

Learnability  

 Following up the visual display in parallel to the playfield was reported to be “tiring” and “time-

consuming”, whereas the majority agreed that watching the graphics was confusing during play. 

 

 

Related Committee-Questions and Average Responses 

The questions listed below are classified according to the evaluation parameter they measure. 

Evaluation parameters that are not represented in this list should be assessed with an alternative 

adopted technique. 

Usability problems at the cognitive level / Learnability  

 A1. - Was it easy to know when you should move to a new position? 

Average score:  4   Standard deviation: 0.87 

not at all a little fairly much very much 

  
A2. - Was it easy to understand where you should or should not target? 
Average score: 4.56 Standard deviation: 0.73 

not at all a little fairly much   

  
A3. - Was it easy to decide which arithmetic operation you should use? 
Average score: 3 Standard deviation: 1.58 

not at all a little fairly much very much 
 

 
 

very much 
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Usability problems at the physical level / Learnability  

B1. - Was it easy for you to find the right position on the playfield after a command? 

Average score: 3.67  Standard deviation: 0.71 

not at all a little   much very much 

  
B2. -  Was it easy for you to stand within the positions’ boundaries (for as long as it took 
you to think)? 

Average score: 4.78 Standard deviation: 0.44 

not at all a little fairly much   
 

 
 
Challenge problems 

C1. -  Was it easy for you to calculate the arithmetic operations? 

Average score: 4.11  Standard deviation: 0.93 

not at all a little fairly   very much 
 

 
C2. - Was it easy for you to locate the targets? 

Average score: 4.11 Standard deviation: 0.78 

not at all a little fairly   very much 

  
C3. - Did you feel bored? 

Average score: 1.33  (inverse concept) Standard deviation: 0.71 

not at all   fairly much very much 
 

 

Curiosity problems 

D1. - Did you enjoy the visual display? 

Average score: 4.44 Standard deviation: 0.73 

  
 

not at all a little fairly much   

D2. - Did you enjoy the music? 

Average score: 4 Standard deviation: 1.41 

 
 

not at all a little fairly much very much 

D3. - Did you enjoy the sound effects? 

Average score: 4.11 Standard deviation: 1.36 

 
 

not at all a little fairly much   

 

  

much 

much 

a little 

very much 

fairly 

very much 

very much 
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Control problems 

E1. - Did you like the mobile phone? 

Average score: 4.78 Standard deviation: 0.44 

 
  

not at all a little fairly much   

E2. - Was it easy for you to use the mobile phone, in order to target your positions? 

Average score: 4.33 Standard deviation: 0.71 

not at all a little fairly much   
 

 
E3. - Was it easy for you to move around the playfield? 

Average score: 4.33 Standard deviation: 0.71 

not at all a little fairly   very much 
 

 

Kinesthetic activity / Fun 

F1. -  Did you enjoy moving around, instead of sitting, during play? 

Average score: 5 Standard deviation: 0 

not at all a little failry much very much 

  

Challenge / Fun 

G1. -  Did you like the game? 

Average score: 4.11 Standard deviation: 0.6 

  
 

not at all a little fairly much   

Learnability  

H1. - Was it easy to follow up the visual display? 

Average score: 3.89 Standard deviation: 0.93 

not at all a little   much very much 

  

6.5.  Discussion 

The major findings of the evaluation process are analyzed below, whereas related future improvements 

are also suggested. 

Fun: Although literature offers various approaches to quantifying fun for evaluation purposes (e.g., [30]), 

in the conducted experiment, fun measurement based on *23+, according to which observing children’s’ 

expressions (e.g. Figure 50) has more to offer than expecting reliable responses from oral 

communication. The observations made during evaluation justify a feeling of entertainment that was 

mutually shared by the participants of both sessions. The main findings relating to this parameter 

very much 

very much 

much 

very much 

fairly 
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include expressions of joy and laughter, enhanced by all participants’ spontaneous will to continue 

playing at the end of both sessions. In addition, the acquired average score of Questions F1 and G1 

attest the good feeling created during the game. 

Challenge: The participants felt highly challenged in general, whereas the first group admitted their 

content for experiencing jointly “movement, thinking and team work during play”. Besides, challenge 

was demonstrated both from participants acting inside and those outside the playfield, who were 

actively supporting their inside-partners. Moreover, some participants of different age appeared 

unevenly challenged.  Some of the older participants considered the game too easy, whereas the two 

younger ones found it hard to calculate and orient within the playfield. The analysis of the system’s 

performance reports showed that younger participants inclined to use mostly addition, whereas the 

others used all operations for targeting their desired positions. This finding indicates that the younger 

probably had not yet mastered the required breadth of knowledge from school. In addition, the fact that 

only a part of the older participants regarded the game as “too easy” leads to the conclusion that the 

cognition level also played a significant role on their perception of game complexity. Consequently, 

Apple Hunt has to address such a complexity scaling that will extensively accommodate the age and 

cognition level range of their target group.  

Engagement: Considering Whitton’s theory relating to games evaluation [63], engagement can be 

assessed through the examination of the following five factors: (i) Perception of challenge, (ii) 

perception of control, (iii) immersion, (iv) interest and (v) purpose (“the perceived value of the learning 

activity”). Accordingly, the following analysis describes various engagement interpretations of the game, 

depending on each participant’s profile. 

i. Challenge: In relation to challenge, engagement has been higher within the average ages and 

cognition levels, as described above. 

ii. Perception of control: Considering that “body controls” (kinesthetic interaction) successfully 

outweighed the subordinate usability problems of the handheld controllers and induced 

enthusiasm, engagement originating from control perception is judged generally positive.  

iii. Immersion: The observations described under the “Fun” and “Collaboration” parameters attest 

that the majority of the participants was absorbed in the game’s action. On the other hand, the 

“simplicity” of the game perceived by the older children worked suppressive against their 

engagement. 

iv. Interest: All participants demonstrated positive interest in the game regardless of their attitude 

towards Mathematics as a school subject. Multimodality played a significant role in this respect 

according to the recorded opinions. 

v. Purpose: As in the case of challenge, the perceived value of the learning activity varied among the 

ages and cognition levels. Overall, it would seem that the lower the age and cognition level, the 

higher the perceived value of the activity. 

 

Learnability: Independently of the age and cognition variables, learning the game did not pose 

difficulties on the participants. Performance reports showed that wrong actions were minimal, whereas 

the game’s rules were easily understood during the practice phase. The children’s age and cognition 
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level was positively correlated with their understanding of the playfield’s arrangement and their 

orientation within it. In addition, some of the participants declared confusion deriving from the 

graphical interactivity of the display’s and the controller’s interfaces. 

Kinesthetic activity: The children appeared considerably active during the free-game phase of the 

evaluation. Their activity involved body-turns, walking or running towards new positions and even 

jumping, in order to register new positions (as opposed to the instructions provided for standing still for 

this purpose). Apple Hunt was proved to encourage a natural flow of body motion, which may not be 

constant - as players need to stand while submitting commands -, but is definitely intense whenever it is 

manifested. From the participant’s aspect this kind of kinetic play was unanimously preferred to the 

typical sedentary style of play imposed by most computer games (Question F1).  

Collaboration:  Intense team work was demonstrated during the majority of the games played, which 

has been a critical factor of the players’ immersion. It is believed that collaboration under a common 

goal worked as “ice-breaker” among them and also aided in that none of the young evaluators was 

stressed due to the presence of foreigners, thus unleashing fun. Even if collaboration was planned to be 

evaluated solely by observing the children’s activities, the first group spontaneously mentioned their 

pleasure for “the game’s team-spirit”. However, further research will be required to examine 

collaboration in 2-vs.-2 games, during which the partners will all be acting within the playfield. As 

already mentioned (in Section 6.2), the evaluation setup described in this thesis focused only on 1-vs.-1 

games.  

Thinking and learning: Observing the gameplay created the impression of a highly competitive context 

(evident from the players’ eagerness for move, yelling and seeking for help from the partners) in which 

players sensed that the more they mastered their thoughts the faster they would move. Thinking was 

supported by the presence of partners around the playfield, which helped players focus on their team 

work rather than on the rival’s performance. This combination of thinking with kinesthetic activity and 

team work was referenced as “challenging” by the first group of participants. On the other hand, the 

thinking load was not equally distributed among the participants due to their varied age and knowledge. 

This is reflected in the negative comments recorded about the game’s complexity (see “challenge 

problems” in the previous Section). Even if thinking is undoubtedly a prerequisite for learning, the 

evaluation of learning quality requires further testing in the long run, involving a stable sample of 

participants. The performance metrics set provided by AmI Game Floor could be used as a reference 

point towards this achievement. 

6.6 Potential improvements of Apple Hunt 

The challenge variance, discussed above, indicates that Apple Hunt’s levels could be redesigned, in order 

to enhance the established complexity, which solely depends on the ratio of traps (obstacles) to apples 

(targets). This is possible through the use of the Level infrastructure provided by the system (Section 

3.3.3). A related example of the game levels’ design follows: 
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- Level 1: Easy 

Only a part of the playfield will be used, restricted to low numbers. Also, only addition and subtraction 

will be used for practice purpose. Aborting a command will be allowed in this level. No obstacles will be 

set. 

- Level 2: Medium 

The full range of the playfield will be available, as well as all arithmetic operations. Again no obstacles 
will be set. Aborting a command will cost an amount of points. 
 
- Level 3: Hard 

A considerable amount of obstacles will be present in this level. Aborting a command will not be allowed 
any more. 

 
Furthermore, interactivity appeared to require some improvements according to the evaluation 

outcomes. First, the controller’s (Calculator) interface use revealed the need for more sophisticated 

button interactivity, whereas its command field should be cleared automatically upon submission. At the 

same time, the full arithmetic operation formed by each command should be kept visible in a different 

field. Secondly, since several participants suggested a higher degree of independency from the visual 

display, the controller’s interface could be enhanced to hold more information, such as the score and 

current position. Thirdly, the sound effects have to be improved in a more personalized manner. As a 

headset controller is planned to be provided in the future, this problem will be solved (with the sound 

being heard only by the addressed player). Finally, jumping, as an act intended for registering a new 

position, was considerably popular among the participants. This leads to the assumption that jumping 

might be more natural for children than standing still for a second in such cases. Further testing is 

required to conclude whether this interaction pattern should be modified. 

Understanding the playfield’s numbers arrangement played a key role in the participants’ successful 

play. While no clear conclusion was drawn in this respect, the opinions expressed about the ideal 

arrangement are illustrated in Figure 51, compared to the current one (“vertical zig-zag”). It should be 

noted that “snake” number-arrangements were mainly preferred by the younger participants, who 

based their thinking much on counting the positions in-between their location and their target. 
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Figure 51. The three suggested number arrangements compared to the current one 

6.7 Conclusion 

Despite the fact that the evaluation revealed numerous strengths of Apple Hunt, as well as potential 

improvements, further assessment is required to attest and enrich the recorded results, due to the small 

sample of available participants. Moreover, considering that 7 out of the 9 participants were girls, there 

is a need for more gender-balanced groups in future evaluations. Other parameters that might have 

biased the recorded results are the participants’ considerable experience with technology, as well as 

their good fitness and overall health. 

Finally, the adopted evaluation technique proved joyful and productive. This is attributed to the high 

variety of evaluation methodologies used (think aloud and active intervention, observation, evaluators’ 

committee with picture-cards and laddering) and the unbound collaborative play performed during the 

second phase. Further, the evaluators’ committee idea (during the last phase), helped the children 

imprint experiences from the uninterrupted play and commit in fluent discussions both among them 

and with the facilitator, producing useful feedback. The picture-cards concept, basing on a similar idea in 

[4], appeared to be a widely approved tool by the children, as demonstrated by their desire to use the 

cards even when they were not required. On the other hand, a negative comment recorded with respect 

to the evaluation process was that half of the participants had to stay outside the playfield during free 

play. This arrangement was decided in order to promote collaborations and aid the players’ decisions. 

In summary, according to the above results, Apple Hunt, and consequently AmI Game Floor, proves to 

satisfy their purpose to a large extent. Their value lies in that they successfully promote kinesthetic 

activity, collaborative work and thinking in an entertaining multimodal environment. On the other hand, 

the drawbacks of their current implementation are related to the lack of complexity scaling and to 

interactivity issues.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1. Conclusions 

This thesis has reported the learner-centred design, development and evaluation of a technological 

framework for learning applications, named AmI Game Floor, which constitutes an educative Ambient 

Intelligent (AmI) environment aimed at creating challenging learning conditions through play and 

entertainment. 

AmI Game Floor provides an educational AmI environment within which users engage in kinesthetic and 

collaborative play, overlooked by unobtrusive technology. Its implementation includes a vision-

augmented playfield, shaped as a grid of game positions, and a set of various User Interfaces offering 

multimodal interaction. Game control is performed both through movement around the playfield and 

the use of mobile phone GUIs, communicating with the system through the web. A remote game 

manager complements the system’s controls, whereas a large visual display and a sound direction 

modality provide graphical and acoustic feedback respectively. Overall, the framework offers physical 

infrastructure, networking, 2D graphics, sound and control support for applications. Gameplay facilities 

of the system include profiling, mode switching, winner judgement, and performance analysis. 

AmI Game Floor related to previous research work in several domains, including Educational AmI 

Environments, Interactive Floors, Kinesthetic Console Games and Playful Learning Applications. With 

respect to previous efforts, AmI Game Floor emphasizes low-cost kinesthetic and collaborative 

technology in natural playful learning, while embodying an innovative performance measurement 

system. Providing an appropriate framework for developing learning applications with extended 

customization facilities, the system supports a wide breadth of educational subjects and concepts. 

The system depends on middleware connectivity [19] to orchestrate its various scattered modalities. In 

particular, it implements the GameFloor service, which determines the whole communication with its 

applications, and uses the localization [66] and soundplayer [70] services for multiple user-tracking and 

sound direction purposes. The system also provides applications with infrastructure customization 

facilities, described in XML, and a MySQL database for game information storage and performance 

analysis. The graphical user interfaces (GUIs) were developed in C# (visual display), ASP.NET and 

javascript (handheld controllers), whereas the game sound is enhanced with speech synthesis for 

natural interactivity. 

Addressing the objective of uncovering the system’s potential to encourage kinesthetic and 

collaborative play, a prototype of “Apple Hunt” was developed in a laboratory space of ICS-FORTH. 

“Apple Hunt” is an educational game designated for elementary school children, which aims at 

exercising players in fundamental arithmetic operations. The game’s scenario requires players to move 

around the playfield, consisting of a grid of enumerated positions, in order to pick as many (dummy) 
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apples as possible, avoiding the (dummy) traps within. In order to move around, each player has to input 

the right arithmetic operation (using the mobile controller), the results of which must match to the 

number of their target position. Apart from “Apple Hunt”, three more application designs were 

discussed to uncover the flexibility offered by the framework for accommodating the development 

diverse applications. 

The evaluation of Apple Hunt intended to assess the effectiveness of the system’s technological features 

that encourage and contribute to learning. In particular, its evaluation was conducted in two sessions, 

involving 9 children in total, aged from 7 to 11 years old. A wide variety of evaluation methodologies 

were practiced, including think aloud and active intervention, observation and laddering, whereas the 

system’s performance reports and controller logs were also examined for extracting behavioural 

patterns of the participants. Furthermore, children committees, a fresh approach to evaluation with 

children, influenced by [4], were introduced. Children committees are settled at the end of the testing 

process, during which participants are equipped with sets of picture-cards representing an expressive 

Likert-like score scale. In particular, participants are asked to evaluate a series of issues related to their 

experimentation, using the appropriate card each time. The application of this methodology is believed 

to bring an interesting potential in the context of Ambient Intelligent Environments and educational 

games, as demonstrated by the children’s forward discussions and high engagement during the 

conducted process. 

The realized evaluation, besides providing useful feedback on the game itself and its current 

implementation, also allowed drawing some conclusions regarding the added value of the overall AmI 

Game Floor framework. Their achievement appeared to lie in that they successfully promote kinesthetic 

activity, collaborative work and thinking in an entertaining multimodal environment. On the other hand, 

potential improvements of their current implementation are related to widening complexity scaling and 

to interactivity issues. 

In conclusion, this thesis constitutes an encouraging step towards the adoption of entertaining 

educative practices for young learners that not simply foster their cognitive evolvement, but also benefit 

their emotional, social and physical development. 

7.2. Future Work 

The future priorities set for the system in the short run include: 

 Reworking the drawbacks of the current implementation observed during the evaluation 

process (Apple Hunt’s lack of complexity scaling, interactivity issues of the framework); 

 Enhancing natural interactivity through speech and gesture recognition; 

 Advancing the system’s support for learning applications; 

 Performing a subsequent full-scale evaluation. 

The redesign of the Apple Hunt game’s complexity will exploit the Level infrastructure provided by the 

framework (Section 3.3.3) to offer scalable variance of functionalities and difficulty per level. 

Interactivity modifications will emphasize higher independence from the visual display in the game 
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action, rendering the controller GUIs’ design more advanced. Moreover, the young evaluators’ 

suggestions related to alternative playfield arrangements will be carefully examined under the current 

and different game scenarios. A detailed analysis of the aforementioned redesign is presented in Section 

6.6. 

Towards advancing interactivity to more intuitive levels, a headset controller, enhanced with speech 

recognition software, is planned to be used for including vocal commands. Further, embodying gesture 

recognition, AmI Game Floor will enhance its kinesthetic potential through more complex interaction 

patterns, while players will be offered with a wider variety of control modalities. 

With respect to the system’s features, a greater support for alphabetic type applications will be 

provided through the integration of a dictionary service and a word-editor (for input of quested words), 

which will also accommodate a wider statistics range in this category. The alternative scenarios 

discussed in Section 5.2 will be used as a basis for requirements elicitation for this purpose. Moreover, 

round-based games will be also supported by the framework, in order to enlarge its perspective for 

application scenarios. 

Full-scale evaluation will be conducted to assess the system’s effectiveness in detail. Provided that the 

results obtained so far depended on a small sample, not particularly balanced in age and cognition level, 

future sessions are expected to reveal more solid insights. Another related issue derives from the fact 

that the performed evaluation did not test the players’ activity under full game capacity, according to 

the needs of the adopted process design. In addition, diverse applications need to be put to the test, in 

order to shed light on the system’s applicability equally to non-arithmetic educational content.  

Finally, the learning quality offered by the system is planned to be evaluated on the long run. Towards 

this objective, longitudinal tests involving a stable sample of young participants will be performed, 

utilizing the performance reports produced upon each test as their progress milestones during the 

whole process. 
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9. APPENDICES 
 
APPENDIX A – Vocal Commands Vocabulary 
 

EN EL 

Monitor Commands 

Game Παισνίδι 

Mode Είδορ 

Level Επίπεδο 

Volume Ήσορ 

Effects Εθέ 

Play Παίξε
14

 

Start Εκκίνηζη
15

  

Exit Έξοδορ 

Ready Έηοιμοι 

Game Over Τέλορ παισνιδιού (ή Τέλορ) 

New game
16

  Νέο παισνίδι (ή Νέο) 

Restart Επανεκκίνηζη
17

 

Show Report  (ή Report) Αναθοπά 

Previous Πποηγούμενο 

Next Επόμενο 

Ok Οκ 

Cancel Άκςπο 

 

Game Commands 

 

One, Two, … , Nine ( 1 – 9 ) Ένα, Δύο, ... , Εννιά 

Plus( + )  Σςν 

Minus ( - ) Πλην 

Times ( x ) Επί 

By ( : ) Δια 

 

 

 

 

Login 

[User name] 

                                                 
14

  Σε φυςικι γλϊςςα κα ιταν «Πάρτε κζςεισ» 
15

  Σε φυςικι γλϊςςα κα ιταν «Παίηουμε» 
16

  Αν υπάρχει περίπτωςη ςφγχιςησ με το “Game”, ασ γίνει ςκζτο “New” 
17

  Αν υπάρχει περίπτωςη ςφγχιςησ με το “Εκκίνηςη”, ασ γίνει “Ξανά” 
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APPENDIX B – The Features Schema 
 

 
 

  

Levels 

description:  

Each level is 

described by a 

name and the 

number of 

Targets and / or 

Obstacles 

possibly 

involved. 

Statistic 

categories may 

be wholly 

adopted, shrunk 

by the 

<Excluding> 

element or 

complemented 

by the 

<Extra_Stat> 

and the 

<Extra_msg> 

elements. 

Performance statistics description, 

divided into the Report and the 

Summary statistics categories 

A general identity 

of the game is 

contained into the 

<Game> element 

A default-configuration 

option is provided by this 

element. 

Specified 

game 

positions can 

be optionally 

defined by the 

<Positions> 

element. 

Customizable 

features per 

user interface 
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APPENDIX C – Performance Report Typical Layout (in Excel format) 
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APPENDIX D – Controller log instances (from 2 different controllers) 
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APPENDIX E – Evaluators’ Committee Results 
 

  User A B C D E F G H I 
  School grade 5th 6th 6th 6th 6th 3rd 6th 2nd 6th 

  Gender female female male female female female male female female 

No Question Answers 

1 
Did you like the 

game? 4 4 5 5 4 4 3 4 4 

2 

Did you enjoy 

moving around, 

instead of sitting, 

during play? 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

3 

Was it easy for 

you to calculate 

the arithmetic 

operations? 

4 5 5 5 4 3 5 3 3 

4 

Was it easy for 

you to move 

around the 

playfield? 

5 5 5 5 3 4 4 4 4 

5 
Was it easy for 

you to locate the 

targets? 
5 5 5 4 3 3 4 4 4 

6 
Did you feel 

bored? 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 1 

7 
Did you like the 

mobile phone? 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 4 

8 

Was it easy for 

you to use the 

mobile phone, in 

order to target 

your positions? 

5 4 5 5 4 4 5 3 4 

9 
Did you enjoy the 

visual display? 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 5 4 

10 
Was it easy to 

follow up the 

visual display? 
5 4 5 5 3 3 4 3 3 

11 
Did you enjoy the 

music? 3 5 5 5 3 5 1 5 4 

12 
Did you enjoy the 

sound effects? 5 5 5 5 4 1 5 4 3 
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13 

Was it easy to 

know when you 

should move to a 

new position? 

5 5 5 4 3 3 4 4 3 

14 

Was it easy to 

understand where 

you should or 

should not target? 

5 5 5 5 4 3 5 5 4 

15 

Was it easy to 

decide which 

arithmetic 

operation you 

should use? 

1 4 5 1 4 1 4 4 3 

16 

Was it easy for 

you to find the 

right position on 

the playfield after 

a command? 

3 4 5 3 4 4 3 4 3 

17 

Was it easy for 

you to stand 

within the 

positions’ 

boundaries? 

5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 
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APPENDIX F – Application Features 
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APPENDIX G – Initial System Functions and Functional Requirements 
 

A. Playfield  

User tracking 
 

Functional Requirements 

# Requirement Description 
1 Players and teams 

recognition 
The system must be able to discriminate among teams and players. 

2 Recognition speed Recognizing a player when moving from a square to another must 
occur instantly. 

 
Technical Characteristics and Constraints 

# Characteristics Description 

Hardware 

1 Resistance to 
pressure 
 

Any h/w used below the playfield for recognition purposes must be 
robust enough to endure high levels of pressure such as pressure 
caused by steps and jumps. 

2 Embedded – 
unobtrusive readers 
 

Any h/w used below the playfield for recognition purposes must 
be efficiently embodied and invisible. Also stepping on the carpet 
must feel as stepping on a normal one. 

 
Technical Characteristics 

# Characteristics Description 
1 Size Position minimum size: 40x40 cm2 

Playfield minimum size: 400x400 cm2 

2 Multi-face surface Instead of using a different playfield for each application, the 
carpet should be modifiable to accommodate any activity. Both 
sides could be shaped. 

3 Portability Special attention must be paid to setting up a foldable, light-
weight and easily stored carpet. 

 
Safety Requirements 

# Requirement Description 
1 Stability Despite its rich content, the carpet must cater for stability, in 

order to avoid injuries during play. 

2 Softness The carpet’s material must cater for a soft activity floor. 
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B. Graphical world 

Visual display 
 

Functional Requirements 

# Requirement Description 
1 Floor illustration The playfield must be accurately illustrated on the display and 

clearly conceived from any location. 
 

2 Players and teams 
illustration 

Teams and players must be mentioned on a side log on the board. 
The game illustration will depict players with distinct colours. 

3 Player location 
illustration 
 

Each player’s position must be shown with a distinct colour. 
Players may choose their colours by the first square they choose to 
start from. 
 

4 Moves validation The display must envision only the right moves attempted by the 
players. Right moves must be shown with colour and frames might 
need to flash to be obvious from a distance. Wrong moves can be 
covered only by sound effects. 

5  Player exclusion The display must notify a player, when the application decides his 
exclusion according to the rules. This can be also supported by 
sound. 

6 Ending the game The display must display game-over information, such as the 
winning time, total time, score per team and/or player etc. 

 
 

Appearance 
Functional Requirements 

# Requirement  Description 
1 Divided display The board will be divided in two (80-20) to fit any game 

visualization on the big side and any team- or task-specific 
information on the small side. 

2 Intuitive displays Graphics used must be simple and colourful. They must also depict 
the game floor precisely. 

3 Adjustable projection 
size 

The screen content must be obvious from anywhere inside the 
room. Might need to cut the display in more pieces to zoom 
deeper where necessary. 

4 Reports  After each round or game, the system’s output must include logs / 
reports for all players, as well as keep high scores, statistics etc. 

 
 

Interface Requirements 

# Requirement Description 
1 Varied content 

according to class 
level 

There might be a need for content and graphics versioning 
depending on the target ages. 
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2 Look & feel appealing 
to children 
 

Joyful graphics, colours, music and playful atmosphere. 

3 Personalization 
capability 
 

The players should choose their colours, the music or the theme of 
the game. 

 
 

C. Sound 

Functional Requirements 

# Requirement Description 
1 Sound effects Sound effects must be used as feedback for each player’s moves. 

2 Music Music can also be used optionally depending on the application 
 

 
D. Learning applications 

Controlling an application 
 

    Functional Requirements 

# Requirement Description 
1 Controls from a 

distance 
Main menu and any properties could be controlled from the game 
floor. For example, the user’s options, visualized on screen, could 
be controlled by the players positioning on the respective playfield 
positions. 

2 Traditional controls  Additionally, the applications may be controlled with keyboard and 
mouse. 

3 Automatic controls - 
Adaptation 

The system must contain adaptation logic, similar to 
“understanding” what the players wish to play and launching the 
right application. 

 

 

Input 
 
    Functional Requirements 

# Requirement Description 
1 Gesture input Player moves will be perceived by the applications through 

gestures. Gestures like “multiply”, “divide”, “add”, “subtract”. 

2 Mobile phone input Mobile phones can be used as an alternative input modality. 

3 Headset and voice 
recognition 

A microphone enabled headset, capable of directing personal voice 
messages to voice recognition software, seems to be the ideal 
input solution. 
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Content editor 
 
    Functional Requirements 

# Requirement Description 
1 Add Q & A Teachers must be able to add Questions and Answers, according to 

the needs of each game (learning application). Answers have to be 
declared as Right or Wrong 

2 Modify or Delete an 
insertion 

Changes must be possible. 

3 Assign category to a 
project 

Category responds to teaching field or discipline. 

4 Assign game type Game type responds to the type of application that the content is 
made for. 

5 Assign level Level denotes the content’s difficulty or corresponding knowledge 
level. 

6 Save a project Save possibilities and extraction to a readable format will be 
required. 

7 Simplicity The editor should not provide more controls than those above and 
should be as simple as possible. It should require the minimum 
effort to be read (even by aged teachers). 
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